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Dear Mr. Stevens:
We ore pleased to submit this report on Moine highway needs and finonce
as resulting from the 1965 Highwuy-User Tax Study.
This study \/l'CI$ conducted in accordance with the agreement between the
State Highway Commission and our organization of highway engineering
and management consultonh.
Our os.signment involved the determination of existing and projected
constrvction needs on all systems, on analysis of post and projected high-
way revenues and e~enditure$, and the determination of cost responsibility
for highway users and non"'\.lsers.
This study included a review and updating of data gothered in a previous
highway-user tex study and reported to the State Highway Commiuian and
the 1961 session of the State Legislature.
We appreciate the .cooperation and auistonce of the stoff of the Division
of Planning and Traffic and others in the State Highway Commission, as
-II as many ,officio Is and interested parties outside the Commission.
• WALTER L. REVELL, Research Associate
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:Jsessio'n of the Maine legislature authorized and 'directed the. r , ,
State l1iS,fl'1oyComrnission to have a review\.made of the highway-!,!ser tax
jtudy. of 1960 QS reported to the Commission and the-1961 session by Wilbur
'Smith !JndtAssociates, consulting engineers of New Haven, Connecticut.
The Commission retained Roy Jorgensen and Assoc~tes: highw?y~ngi-
neering ana management consultants of Gaithersburg, Maryland,..."to con~~c)~ _. -
full and comprehensive highway-user tax study, including a review and' up":"
dating of data fromthe previous study.~,
. ""\~"'._~The new study I referred to as the 1965 Highway-User Tax Study f was
started in November 1963 and is concluded with this report to the Commission
for consideration by the 1965 session of the Leqlslcture ,
This report contains a concise but complete presentation of the findings.
and recommendations of the Consultant in the areas of existing and future
needs, past and projected revenues and expenditures, and allocation of cost
responsibility between classes of highway users and between users and non-
users.
In conducting the study, the Ccnsultcnr worked directly with staff
perscnne] of the Commission - particularly those of the Division of Planning
and Traffic .• All data and materials gathered and developed during the study
will be transmitted to the Commlssicn for use in its regular planning activities.
STATE OF MAINE
IOlst Legislature
H. P. 369 - L. D. 54>
RESOLVE, Authorizing. Review of Maine Highway User Tax Study.
Maine Highway User Tu. Study; State lfighway Commission authorized to
review. Resolved: That the State Highway Commission arrange to have a
review made of the Maine Highway User Tax Study, which study was made by
Wilbur Smith and Associates, Consulting Engineers. of New Haven, Connecticut
and filed with the Legislative Research Committee by the State Highway Com-
mission on December 7. 1960, the review to be made by the Planning and Traffic
Division of the Maine State Highway Commission or by consulting engineers
to be employed by the commission. The State Highway Commission is to file
with the Legislative Research Committee a report containing a review of the
Maine Highway User Tax Study before November 1, 1964. The Legislative
Research Committee is directed to transmit the report. with any recornmenda-
tiona it wishes to make in regard to the review. to the I02nd Legislature before
January J S. 1965·
Approved by the Governor April 26, 1963.
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SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR. 17-YEAR PROGRAM FROM 1966 TO 1982
HIGHWAY NEEDS
State HiglT.v<:ly, Federal-oid Interstate I 106,000,(0)
State Highway, Federal-oid PrilT'Ory 291,000,000
State Highway, Federol-oid Secondory 151,000,000
Rural State-oid, Federol-oid Secondary 100,000,000
State Highway, Non-federol-aid 45,000,000
State-(lld, Non-federal-aid 234,000,000
1
Town Way 91,000,000
Z
• State Highway, Federal-oid Intemote 28,000,000.2 Stote Highway, Federol-pid Primary 44, 000, 0C(l~
2 State Highway, Federal-aid Secondary 2S, 000, 0CXl• U"",n State-oid, Federul-aid Secondary 16,000,000•0 State Highwoy, Non-fedtlral-aid 10,000,00JU
Stote-aid, Non-federol-Qid 73,000,000
Town Woy 261,000, CXXl
All $1,-475,000,000
Syttems
I-
Stote Maintenance I 370,000,00)"2 Debt Service, Administration, Other 197,000,000
~i
v •·z
298,000, 000R. Lccel Maintenancej~ Administration 39,000,000
State and
904,000,000Local I
Maine highway needs and finance data in this report are directed to a
17-year program extending from 1966 to 1982.
This provides a goal for state-wide highway development: All roads
improved to minimum acceptable standards by the end of the program period,
1982.
It establishes a basis for presentation and comparison of needs, revenues,
expenditures and cost responsibility.
Existing and future needs have been determined for rural and urban por-
tions of the seven highway systems under State and local jurisdiction.
Construction needs total almost 1.5 billion dollars for the 17-year
period - an average of approximately 87 million dollars annually.
Maintenance and other needs will require more than 900 million dollars
during the program period - an average of 53 million dollars annually.
viii That adds up to almost 2.4 billion dollars in total program requirementsfrom 1966 to 1982 - an average of 140 million dollars per year. TOTAL NEEDS
HIGHWAY REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
Projected highway revenues from federal, state and local sources total
almost 1.7 billion dollars for the 17-year period - an average of approx-
imately 99 million dollars annually. COMPARISON Of 'ROORAM NEEDS WITH REVENUES AVAILABLE DURING 17_YEA. PERIOD
After providing for maintenance, administration and other non-construc-
tion expenditures, only 778 million dollars will be available for construction
- an average of approximately 46 million dollars per year.
STATE SYSTEMS
$l,286,OOO,lXXl
That amounts to an average annual deficit of 41 million dollars - the
difference between construction needs and funds available for construction. LOCAL SYSTEMS
Almost 24 million dollars annually is lacking at the state level and more
than 17 million dollars annually at the local level.
ALL SYSTEMS
Totol ProgromNeed. L_ir ;;:d Totol Revenuel Avoilable CJ Totol Program Deficit CJ
Total Highw-ay Revenues
during 17-year Progrum: I$ 411,000,000 from federal-aid875,000,000 from state sources396,000,000 from leeel sources
$',682,000,000 from all sources
Revenues Required for I$ 567,000,000 far state systems
Non-construction Expenditures: 337,000,000 fO!"local systems
$ 904,000,000 far all systems
COMPARATIVE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS. I s 411,000,000 from federol-aid
Balance of R~venues AvaIlable 308,000,000 from state sources
for Construction: 59,000,000 from local sources
$ 778,000,000 from all sources
The accompanying charts illustrate the trends of construction expenditures
on the state and local highway systems over the last nine years and compare
these trends with the average annual construction needs determined in this
study.
Total 17-yeor Construction I$1,123,000,000 fOf state systems
Needs: 352,000,000 for local systems
$1,475,000,000 for all systems
The average annual needs for 1966 to 1982 are shown at the mid-point of
the 17-year program period as an indication of the requirement for increasing
expenditures to meet needed improvements.
Program Deficit: Is 404,000,000 Icr stete systems293,000,000 fO!"local systems
$ 697,OOO,OOOforollsystems-
o- a deficit of S41, 000, 000 each yeor
The trend of past expenditures on the state highway and federal-aid
systems indicates that nearly all of these systems could be improved to
minimum acceptable standards if the some trend were continued in the
future.
The trends of expenditures on both the state-aid, non-federal-aid system
and the town ways obviously are for below average annual needs for the
future program. I X
RECENT EXPENDITURES AND FUTURE NEEDS
• STATE HIGHWAY AND FEDERAL-AID SYSTEMS
$47,980,000
$30,632,000
Averoge Annual
CoMtn,,:tion Needs
$15,2004,000
"No'Construction
Expenditures
1955 "'" ,......,
• STATE-AID, NON-FEDERAl-AlD SYSTEM $I8,Q5.4,000
IAveroge AnnuolConstruction Needl$2, 158,.;OOO~===:;:::==I3=.'~92.000~~ I
1955 AchJol 1963
Conllnlction
Expenditures
1966-82
• TOWN WAYS $20,710,000
IAveroge AnnuolConstru<;tion Needs$1,7I5,~OOO=::;:=;::=="=.8::;J0l .•OOO~ I
1955 Ac"""J 1963
COnsl"",lion
&.penditures
1966-82
FINANCIAL SITUATION FOR STATE SYSTEMS
This chart compares construction needs on the state systemswith funds
expected to be available for construction during the 17-year program period.
If present revenue sources plus federal-aid are not changed, Maine will
be 404 million dollars short of providing sufficient funds to overcome state
construction needs - an average annual deficit of almost 24 million dollars.
x
Revenues available for construction are sufficient to provide for almost
complete modernization of the federal-aid networks. These are the most
important routes in the State, and every effort should be made to improve
them first.
"
OS AND REVENUU AVAILABLE DUlING 17-YEAR PROGRAMSTATE CONSTRUCTION N
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
ST,I22,570,000
FEOERAL-AID STATE SYSTEMS NON-FEDERAL-AID
STATE SYSTEMS
$761,001,000
REVENUES
AVAILABLE FOR CONSTRLK:T10N
feDERAL FUNDS STATE FUNDS
$411,195,000 $719,287,000
HIGHWAY COST RESPONSIBILITY
The allocation of highway cost responsibility in this study determined that
61.556 per cent of the total 17-year program costs should be assigned to high.
way users. The users should be assigned 78.5 per cent of the state systems
costs and 30.5 per cent of the local systems costs. The share of the total
program costs allocated to the various classes of vehicles is listed in Table 36.
Highway-user revenues largely are derived from motor fuel taxes, motor
vehicle registration fees and operctoris license fees. These revenues are
predominately used to construct and maintain the state systems.
The remaining 38.444 per cent of the 1966-1982 program costs was deter-
mined to be a responsibility of non-users. Non-user revenues historically have
been derived largely from excise taxes and real property taxes, plus State
General Fund appropriations for partial support of the State Police.
The accompanying charts show how the program costs and projected reve-
nues are distributed between highway users and non-users on the state and local
systems.
The deficits shown indicate that the state systems require each year an
additional 14.8 million dollars in highway-user revenues plus 8.9 million
dollars in non-user revenues [ust to raise the highways to minimum acceptable
standards by 1982.
They further indicate that of the 24.3-million-dollar deficit in highway-
user revenues, 14.8 million dollars is required for the state systems and 9.5
million dollars for the local systems.
?ii~;;iii";;<- ;fIG~~)V:rv~'3t6s1
;
COMPARISON Of AVERAGE ANNUAL HIGHWAY COST IESPONSIIILlTY
WITH PROJECTED REVENUU FOR 17-YEAR PROGRAM
(exclud~ fllderal funds)
• Sf ATE SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY-USER SHARE
LOCAL SYSTEMS
NON-USER SHARE
ALL SYSTEMS
TOTAl.
• LOCAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDATIONS
HIGHWAY-USER SHARE
The following recommendations are presented to summarize the general
findings of this study:
1. The State Highway Commission and the local governments should
adopt a 17-year program as their long-range improvement objec-
tive. If this objective were achieved/ every highway and street in
the State would be improved to an acceptable standard by the end of
the period.
NON-lJSER SHARE
TOTAL
2. In view of the limited funds available for construction, the State
Highway Commission and the local governments should make every
effort to improve the most important routes Hrst ,
3. Effort needs to be made to provide additional non-user revenues at
both the state and local levels to achieve tax equity.
4~ If additional highway-user revenues are to be rclsed, they should be
assessed generally in the same ratio as the current tax schedules.
The agreement for the 1965 Highway-User Tax Study does not call for the
Consultant to recommend specific tax measures. Only the legislature can
fully evaluate all the factors which influence the raising of highway revenues.
The Consultant has endeavored to provide all basic data necessary in this
report, and is prepared to apply these data to the development of any tax
schedule which the legislature or the State Highway Commission may specify
and wish to consider .•
~l,A-;t I 8,900,000
s 7,300,000
~::.. ..:
$ 2,700,000
'tpe,aro)xio
$ ~600, I t--Sl,700,000
$233000001 s 17,200.
, • 1 000
Projected Re"enuel c:::J Deficit c:::J
XI
chapter 1
COMPARATIVE DATA:
NEW ENGLAND STATES
Virtually all of the data in this report pertain to state and local highway motters - primarily highway needs and
highway finance - within the State of Moine.
These are the data which are most significant as a basis for administrative and engineering policies and decisions
by Meinels highway officials, as well as for legislative action by the Maine Legislature.
There is value, however, in comparing certain features of Mainels highway program with those of other states -
particularly its neighboring states in New England. Conditions affecting highway operations vary in every state, but
the perspective gained from comparison offers an advantage for anyone concerned with highway matters.
This chapter, therefore, is devoted to comparison of highway data for Maine and the other New England states:
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont.
ROAD MILEAGE AND POPULATION
The population of New England states varies from more than 5,000,000 in Massachusetts to less than 400,000 in
Vermont (1960 data). Maine ranks third among the six states with almost a million people.
Total road mileage ranges from approximately 26,500 miles in Massachusetts to less than 4,500 miles in Rhode
Island (1962 data). Maine follows Massachusetts with just under 21,000 miles.
Vermont has 186 feet of road per capita, compared with 27 feet in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Maine has
114 feet per person and ranks th lrd , 1
More than half of Mainels total road mileage is state-odministered, and it
ranks well ahead of other New England states in this category. State-
administered mileage varies from more than 11,000 miles in Moine to less
than 1,000 in Rhode Island (1962 data).
Maine has 61 feet of state-administered road per capita, compared to as
little as 2 feet per person in tv\ossachusetts.
HIGHWAY REVENUES
Highway revenues for state-administered roads in New England vary from
almost $190,000,000 in Connecticut to approximately $37,500,000 in New
Hampshire (1962 data). Maine ranks third at better than $54,000,000.
Vermont averages $104.75 in revenues per capita for state-odministered
roads compared to a low of $30.07 for Massachusetts. Maine is fourth with
$55.96 per person.
Massachusetts receives almost $64,000 in revenues per mile of state high-
way, while Maine trails all five states with $4,806 per mile.
Vermont averages $257 .26 in revenues for state-administered roads per
registered vehicle, well above the $80.75 for Massachusetts. Maine ranks
third at $136.94 per vehicle.
Connecticut and Rhode Island both exceed $37,500 in revenues for state-
administered roads per square mile of land area. t.Aaine is last among the six
states with $1,749 per square mile.
CAPITAL OUTLAYS
Capital outlays for state-odministered roads in New England range from
more than $108,000,000 in Connecticut to less than $26,000,000 in New
Hampshire (1962 dotal. Maine is third with approximately $33,000,000.
Vermont averages $81.38 in capital outlays per capita, and Massachu-
setts spends $17.64 per person. Maine ranks fourth ot $34.17.
Massachusetts leads with more than $37,000 in capital outlays per mile
of state-administered roads, while Maine is low for the region with $2,935
per mile.
Vermont spends almost $200 per registered vehicle, compared to less than
$50 for Massachusetts. Maine ranks fourth at $83.63 per vehicle.
2
Rhode Island IS capital outlays for state-administered roods per square
mile of land area average almost $25,000. Moine ranks last in New
England with $1,068 per square mile.
Table 1
ROAD MILEAGE IN RELATION TO POPULATION
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1962 1962 S";lt.,-
1960 Total Feet of Road Administered
Papulation Mileage Per Capito Mileage
MAINE 969,000 20,958 11< 11,286
Con .... cticut 2,535,000 17,074 36 3,396
Mauachuseth 5,149,000 26, -438 27 2,432
New Hampshire 607,000 14, \64 123 4,147
Rhode bland 859,000 4,380 27 958
Vermont 390,000 13,766 186 2,227
Source, U. S. Department of ConYnerc." Bur.,ou of Public Roads and Bureau of the Census.
Table 2
HIGHWAY REVENUES AND CAPITAL OUTLAYS
fOR STATE_ADMINISTERED ROADS
IN RELATION TO VARIOUS fACTORS IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1962
HIGHWAY ItEVENUES
Per Mile of Per Rltgiltered Per Square Mile
r... , Per Capito Stote Highway Vehicle of land A_
MAINE $54,240,000 m.,. $4,806 $136.94 $1,749
Connecticut 189,981,000 74.94 55,943 158.50 38,780
MaIXlChJoetto 154,842,000 30.07 63,669 80.75 19,682
New H_pshi~ 37,564,000 61.89 9,058 133.35 4,167
Rhode Illand 39,680,000 46.17 41,420 110.54 37,50S
Vermont 40,842,000 104.75 18,339 257.26 ','OJ
CAPITAL OUTlAYS
MAINE $33,123,000 $34.17 $2,93$ S'3,63 Sl,068
Connecticut 108,603,000 42.84 31,980 90.61 22,168
MalXlchJ .. l1. 90,810,000 17.64 37,3J9 47.36 11,543
New Hampshire 25,843,000 42.58 6,232 91.74 2,867
Rhode Island 26,428,000 30.75 27 ,S87 73.62 24,979
Vermont 31,72'9,000 81.38 14,247 199.86 3,421
Saurce: U. S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of Public Raads and Bun:au af the Census.
Feet of State-
Admini.tered
Rood Per Capita
61
36
30
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION
Figures 1 through 7 show the relative position of Maine when compared
with other New England states in regard to several factors involving road mile-
age, highway revenues and capital outlays (1961 or 1962 dota).
Figure I
TOTAL ROAD MILEAGE AND TOTAL
STATE-ADMINISTERED ROAD MILEAGE
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1962
~ Total MileogeD
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State-Admini.tered Urban.
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MAINE Conn. N.H.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureou of Public Rood., Highway St"tilticl, 1962.
Figure 1 indicates that Maine ronks second in total road mileage and first
in total state-administered road mileage (more than twice the state-administered
mileage of any other state). It also shows that Moine is first in state-
administered rural mileage and second in state-administered urban mileage.
Figure 2 shows that Maine is third in total rood mileage and first in total
state-administered road mileage per 1/000 population 0 It also points out that
Moine ranks first in state-administered rural mileage and state-administered
urban mileage per 1/000 populctlon,
Figure 3 indicates that Maine ranks third in highway revenues for state-
administered roods and third in capitol outlays for state-administered roods.
Figure 2
TOTAL ROAD MILEAGE AND TOTAL
STAtE-ADMINISTERED ROAD MILEAGE PER 1,000 POPULATION
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
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Figure 3
HIGHWAY REVENUES AND CAPITAL OUTLAYS
FOR STATE·ADMINISTERED ROADS
MAINE
Source, U.S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau 01 Public ~oods. HIghway Sleti.lic., 1962.
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Figura 4
HIGHWAY REVENUES AND CAPITAL OUTlAYS FOR
STATE-ADMINISTERED ROADS PER 1,000 MILES OF SUCH ROADS
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
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t Maine is low among New England states.
t Maine ranks fourth.
Figure 5
HIGHWAY REVENUES AND CAPITAL OUTlAYS FOR
STATE-ADMINISTERED ROADS PER 1,000 POPULATION
IN NE'W ENGLAND STATES
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Figure 6
ENUE5 AND CAPITAL OUTlAYS FOR STATE-ADMINISTEREDHIGHWAY REV
ROADS PER 1,000 MilES OF SUCH ROADS PER 1,000 POPULATION
IN NE'W ENGLAND STATES
1962
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t Maine is last among the six states.
t Maine ranks third or fourth, depending on
whether federal-aid funds are included.
19r'1r'1 Figure 7
EVENH~S AV~JlABlE FOR STATE -ADMINISTERED ROADS
A.SA.CPERCE"NTAGE OF TOTAL HIGHWAY REVENUES
1161 • WITH AND WITHOUT FEDERAL FUNDS
Summary
The preceding data illustrate the problem of highway development which
places Maine in a singular position among New England states.
Maine's great land area and relatively high state-administered road mile-
age, combined with its low population density, impose a greater proportionate
responsibility for highway development on Maine residents than on the residents
of any other New England state.
The problem is further compounded because highway travel in Maine is
producing less available revenues for state-administered roods per capita than
in most of the othe~ New England states, despite the fact that Moine's user
tax schedules are among the highest in the region.
Figure 8
GASOLINE TAX RATES
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
"""gUll 1963
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MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS
Motor vehicle registrations in New England states range from almost
2,000,000 in Massachusetts to little more than 150,000 in Vermont (1962
data). Maine ranks third with 396,085 motor vehicles, well below Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut.
g 5
~o
i. 4-Z
t: 3
Massachusetts also leads the six-state region in truck registrations with
more than 200,000, compared to a low of cpproxlrnctely 31,000 in Vermont.
Maine follows Massachusetts and Connecticut with 73,349 trucks.
Table 3
MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 REGISTRATION FEES
M.A.INE 322,674 344,135 346,290 357,237 367,070 374,318 384,371 396,005
Connecticut 921,229 970,750 1,007,653 1,028,715 1,061,069 1,107,353 1,143,500 1,198,604
The bases for registering motor vehicles in New England do not vary
Mauachul.eth 1,546,234 1,619,140 1,672,261 1,689,522 1,737,546 1,763,313 1,858,946 1,917,575
greatly between states, although the fees for the various types and sizes vary
considerably.
New Hamf'lhire 212,452 225,341 232,389 238,336 251,716 256,343 276,047 281,705
Rhode •• Iand 308,148 317,196 320,425 324,170 332,111 340,598 347,724 358,960
Four states - Moine, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Vermont - use a
flat fee for passenger cars. The other two states - New Hampshire and Rhode
Vermont 136,307 141,295 144,596 145,413 149,336 151,976 154,963 158,756 Island - use gross weight groups.
Table 4 All New England states use gross vehicle weight as the basis for truck
TRUCK REGISTRATIONS IN NEW ENGLAND STATES registration fees.
1955 1956 1957 195. 1959 1960 1961 1962 A national summary of typical registration fees and tax payments by dif-
M.A.INE 68,796 71,717 70,538 73,444 74,146 72,200 73,236 76,349 Ferent classes of motor vehicles in different states indicates that Maine reg-
Connecticut 106,669 120,363 121,439 122,702 122,706 124,300 128,264 132,683 istration fees range from $15 for passenger cars and pickup trucks to $605 for
Mauachu$elll 180,756 184,501 187,504 182,312 186,106 191,806 193,949 201,089
72,000-pound, 5-axle, diesel-powered tractor-semitrailer combinations
New Hamplhi,e 37,830 43,211 4J,m 44,221 45,407 45,759 45,869 49,553
(1964 doto). These are the highest fees in the six-state region except for
Vermont.
Rhode Ilia..:! 36,962 37,869 37,046 37,166 36,941 37,017 37,046 39,053
Ve"""nl 15,304 28,096!! 28,341 28,012 28,800 29,390 29,992 31,316
Vermont has higher registration fees for every type and size of vehicle,
but it does not levy a personal-property or annual excise tax on motor
Y Prior to 1956, pickup Il'\Jck$ in Vt",nont were douified as pouenger vehidel. vehicles.
Source, u. S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roedl, Highway Stoliltics.
Registration fees in all six states are the same for private operation or 5contract carrier service.
Table 5
Privote Operotion
Contract Corrier
REGISTRATION FEES BY TYPICAL VEHICLES
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES I~~V:"'~;;";'~T~YPO;;'•••••••• ~MA:;N~':'.~C;~;'~'•• ~"":"~'•• ~N~,;':;H~.•• R~.~,~.••• ;v~,'4~~MA;;'N:';'~.~C;O;"~.~":,,~,,,,~"~.• :,,~N~.~H•.• :,,~R~.~'.',,:,.v~'~'••••
1%4
Ve,ylillht 15.00 10.00 6.00 12.00 11.00 32.00 S ----
Passenger Car
Mediumweillht
Passenger Car
He<lvy
Pa",enger Car
Source: U. S. Department of Cl>fMlerce,
Bureau of Public R"'Olls,
R""d-User and Pr<>perty To><e.
an Selected Motor Vehicle., 1964.
5,OOO-paund
Pickup Truck
15,OOO·povnd
Stoke Truck
19,OOO-pClllnd,Single-
unit Van Truck
4O,OOO-paund, 3-o"le
Dump Truck
-40,OOO-povncl, 3-a"le
Combi""tian
55,(X)O-povncl, 4-o><le, GalOline-
powered Cambi""tion
55,(X)O-povncl, 4-a"le, Die ... r-
powered Combination
62,OOO·povncl, 5-o><le, Die ... t-
powered Combi""ti""
72,OOO-povnd, 5-o><le, Diesel-
powered Combination
15.00
15.00
15.00
eo.11O
125.00
321.00
326.00
420.00
420.00
500.00
605.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
60.110
76.00
260.00
260.00
357.50
357.50
403.00
ee. 110
6.110
15.00
45.00
57.00
120.00
135.00
180.00
180.00
201.00
231.00
19.50
6.110 25.00
20.00
33.00
18.00
60.110
76.00
200.00
202.00
2B2.oo
282.00
312.00
362.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
164.25
222.30
500.00
515.00
724.50
1,256.63
1,430.93
80.00
125.00
326.00
420.00
420.00
500.00
605.00
60.00
76.00
260.00
357.50
357.50
403.00
ee. 110
"'.110
57.110
135.00
180.00
180.00
201.00
231.00
114.00
240.00
330.00
330.00
372.00
432.00
90.00 60.00 164.25
19.50
90.110
114.00
240.00
240.00
330.00
330.00
372.00
432.00
76.00 222.30
202.00 515.00
282.00 724.50
2B2.oo \,256.63
312.00 1,0130.93
362.00
Table 7
Private Operation C""tract Corrie,
PERSONAL·PROPERTY AND MISCELLANEOU5 Y
TAXES BY TYPICAL VEHICLES II":V~'~h~;'~I'~TY.P.'••••••• ~~MA":'~N~'.,:,,,,~C~O"~.~~,,:"".",::,,'~N~.~H~.~. R~.~,~.• ~.V.' .• .,~MA.'N.'Y.'.~C.O.'.'.'."'!'.Mou•• ' .",!,.N•.•H.';,.!",R~.•,~.•••• v••.;. ••• _
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1964 Very Light 22.63 46.41 38.30 14.85 58.72
Pa .... nger Car
Mediurmveillht
Pa••enger Car
He<lvy
Pa,senger Car
Y In Maine, the personal-property to" is
in the fann of an annual e><cise to".
6
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
BU<e<luof Public R"'Oll.,
R""d-U<er and Prope<1y To"es
on Selected Motor Vehicles, 1964.
5,OOO-pound
Pickup Truck
15,OOO-pounci
Stake Truck
19,OOO-povncl, Single-
unit Van Truck
4O,OOO-paund, 3-a><le
Dump Truck'
4O,OOO_povnd,3.a"le
Combingtian
55,OOO-pouncl, 4-o"le, Gescllee-
powered Combingtian
55,OOO-paund, 4-o><le, Diesel-
p<:M'ered C"",b,notian
62,OOO-povnd, 5-a"le, Diesel-
powered Combi""tion
72,(X)O-paund, 5-<>"le, Diesel-
powered Combination
169.50
\49.50
253.74
270.18
323.13
353.42
31.84
71.56 134.81
23.58
38.75
57 .75 101.66
291.72
207.74
388.96
486.20
508;30
561.3.4
55.25 71.30
150.50
44.20
70.72
120.80
256.10
269.30
ea.eo
526.70
602.60
579.50
64.70
94.40
120.60
158.27
170.10
207.54
229.35
21,.48 89.14
SO.09 172.60
15.53
26.46 107.30
40.14 165.80
273.60
91.08 325.01
551.fYI
592.12
715.67
741.88
59.50
68.75
87 .75
184.50
288.74
305 18
358.13
388.42
80.72
\ 11.66
217.74
398.96
496.20
51B.30
571.34
104.40
130.80
279.30
493.80
536.70
612.60
5B9.50
29.46
43.14
94.08
161.27
173.10
210.54
232.35
114.30
\72.80
332.01
558.fYI
599 .12
722.67
74B.88
Table 6
Private Opel'<llion Contract Co"ier
MOTOR FUEL TAX PAYMENTS
8Y TYPICAL VEHICLES Vehicle Type MAINE Conn. Mass. N. H. R. I. Vt. MAINE Conn. I\o\os<. N. H. R.1. VI.
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES t ·I111 ;,;;;. o+••••• ,;;;;; •• ..; ••• ..; ..; .
1964 Very Li9hl 23.31 19.98
Possenge, Car
Mediomweighl
Passenger Car
Heavy
Passenger Co,
Saorce: U.S. Deportment of Commerce,
Bo,eao of Public Rooch,
Road-User and Property Taxes
on Selected Motor Vehicles, 1964.
5,OOO-poond
Pickup Truck
15,000-po ..",d
Stake TNck
19,000-pound, Single·
unit Van Trock
4O,OOO-pound, 3-oxle
Dump TNck
4O,000-pound, 3-axle
Combination
55,OOO-pound, 4-oxle, Gosoline-
powered Combinor;on
55,OOO-pound, 4-oxle, Die ... l-
powered Combination
62,OOO-pound, 5·ox\e, Die ... l-
powe,ed Combination
72,OOO·pound, 5*oxle, Die ... l-
powered Combination
44.31
55.02
52.50
98.84
140.00
525".00
560.00
\,050.00
763.63
1,042.58
1, \39.53
37.98
47.16
45.00
84.72
120.00
450.00
480.00
900.00
654.54
893.64
'176.74
34.82
43.23
41.25
77.66
110.00
412.50
440.00
825.00
600.00
819.17
895.35
18.32 23.3\
140.00
525.00
560.00
1,050.00
763.63
1,042.58
" \39.53
23.31
44.31 44.31
21.64
41 14
51.09
48.75
91.78
130.00
487.50
520.00
'175.00 1,050.00
nola" 763.63
na tax 1,042.58
164.71
233.31
560.00
1,139.53
141.18
199.98
480.00
900.00
654.54
893.64
'176.74
129 .42
183.32
«0.00
825.00
600.00
819.17
895.35
164.71
233.31
560.00
1,050.00
763.63
1,042.58
1,139.53
164.71
233.31
560.00
1,050.00
763.63
1,042.58
1,139.53
152.94
216.64
520.00
975.00
no tax
no tax
--- --- --- --- --- - - - --- ---
TableS
Private Operation
55.02 55.02
Contract Carrier
TOTAL ROAD-USER AND PERSONAL-PROPERTY V
TAX PAYMENTS BY TYPICAL VEH ICLES 1t-~V~.•hi ,~'."cT~,.".•••••••• ~.M~A~'~N~E.~.C~O.O~O•.~.~M~O••~... ~.N •.•H•.••• R~.•'~.••• V•.•.~.~MA..;IN~E~y.'•• C~O~o~o~.••• M;;;,,~•.~ •• N';;;.H~••• ..;R~.~I.••• ~V~L~•••
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
1964 Very Light 60.94 76.39 62.62 50.16 93.03 53.64
Po.. enger Cor
Y In Moine, the personol~prope,-ty 10><is
in Ihe form of on onnool e"ci,e 10><.
Soorce: U.S. Deportment of Commerce,
Bureau of Public Roods,
Road-User and Property To"es
on Selected Motor Vehicle" 1964.
Mediumweight
Po"enger Cor
Heavy
Passenger Cor
5, COO-pound
Pickup Truck
15,000-poun<l
Sloke Truck
19,000-pound, S1ngle-
unit Von Truck
4O,OOO-pound, 3-oxle
Dump Truck
40,OOO-pound, 3-oxle
Combination
55,OOO.pound, 4-0><le, Ga,oline-
powered Combination
55,OOO-pound, 4-0><le, D1e... l-
powered Combination
62,000-poun<l, 5-0><le, Die",l-
powered Combination
n,ooo-pound, 5-0><le. Die ... l*
powered Combination
141.58
217.59
322.75
1,015.50
1,035.50
1,723.74
1,453.81
1,865.71
2,097.95
91.15 103.23
191.97
91.08 109.20
215.44
297.66
1,001.72
947.74
1,646.46
1,498.24
1,804.94
2,006.08
112.12
199.73
217.06
287.80
788.60
1,488.80
1,306.70
1,622.77
1,705.85
120.95
844.30
1,538.27
1,263.73
52".50 52.50
98.84 98.84
140.00
525.00
560.00
\,050.00
763.63
1,042.58
1,139.53
85.29 153.45
130.1 \ 260.62
87.53 130.00
215.30 266.14
294.14 381.80
885.60 998.60
891.08 1,087.0\
1,883.09
1,622.12 2,070.25
1,637.75
1,800.88 2,243.41
73.14
83.09
80.75
256.03
352.30
987.50
1,035.00
1,699.50
1,256.63
1,430.93
313.46
1,070.50
1,758.74
1,488.81
1,900.7\
2,132.95
281.90
387.64
957.74
1,656.46
1,508.24
1,814.94
2,016.08
1,498.80
1,316.70
1,632.77
1,715.85
278.82
371.12
854.30
1,541.27
1,266.73
284.17 339.0\
390.45 482.11
317.19
438.94
1,035.00
1,699.50
1,256.63
1,430.93
7
894.08 1,094.0\
1,890.09
1,625.12 2,077.25
\,644.75
1,803.88 2,250.41
MOTOR FUEL TAX PAYMENTS
The state gasoline tax rate is 7 cents per gallon in Maine, New Hampshire
and Rhode Island; 6.5 cents in Vermont; 6 cents in Connecticut and 5.5 cents
in Massachusetts (1963 data).
The national summary of typical tax payments by different classes of motor
vehicles in different states indicates that motor fuel tax payments by Iv\aine ve-
hicles - based on the Maine gasoline tax rate - range from $23.31 for a very
light passenger ccr to $1,139.53 for the largest tractor-semitrailer combination
(1964 data).
Annual payments for Massachusetts vehicles, with the lowest rate per gal-
Ion, are indicated as ranging from $18.32 to $895.35 for the various types and
sizes of vehicles.
Because the heaviest vehicles travel less in Maine than in the average
state, tax returns to Maine for these vehicles average approximately half the
payments indicated by the national summary.
PERSONAL-PROPERTY AND MISCELLANEOUS TAXES
Four New England states - Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Rh<XJeIsland - apply personal-property or annual excise taxes to motor ve-
hicles.
New Hampshire uses a special license tax in lieu of ad valorem taxes on
motor vehicles. Vermont does not levy a personal-property or excise tax on
motor vehicles.
In Maine, excise and miscellaneous taxes range from $22.63 for a typical
small passenger car to $353.42 for a typical large tractor-semitrailer combina-
tion in private operation, with $30 to $35 additional for contract carriers
(1964 data) •
Personal-property or annual excise taxes on motor vehicles are higher in
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut. They range from $58.72 to
$741.88 for private operation in Rhode Island.
TOTAL ROAD-USER AND PERSONAL-PROPERTY TAX PAYMENTS
8
The national summary ranks Maine fourth among New England states in
total road-user and personal-property or annual excise tax payments for passen-
ger cars and pickup trucks. Maine is generally ranked second in total pay-
ments for larger trucks and combinations.
This summary indicates that payments by typical Maine vehicles range
from $60.94 for a very light passenger car to $2,097.95 for a 72,OOO-paund,
5-axle, diesel-powered tractor-semitrailer combination in private operation or
$2,132.95 for a contract carrier (1964 data).
Rhode Island is ranked first for most types and sizes of vehicles, with a
range from $93.03 to $2,243Al for vehicles in private operation.
Because the heaviest vehicles travel less in Maine than in the average
state, tax returns to Maine for these vehicles are not equal to the payments
indicated by the national summary.
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION
Figures 9 through 13 show the relative position of Maine when compared
with other New England states in regard to road-user and personal-property or
annual excise tax payments for selected vehicles (1964 data).
Figure 9 indicates that Maine ranks fourth in total payments for a medium-
weight passenger car.
Figure 10 shows that Maine ranks third in total payments for a 15,000-
pound stake truck in private operation or contract service.
Figure 11 points out that Maine ranks first in total payments for a 40,000-
pound, 3-axle dump truck.
Figure 12 indicates that Maine ranks second in total payments for a
55,OOO-pound, 4-axle, gasoline-powered combination.
Figure 13 shows that Maine ranks second in total payments for a 72,000-
pound, 5-axle, diesel-powered combination.
figure 9
ROAD-USER AND PERSONAL· PROPERTY
TAX PAYMENTS
FOR A MEDIUMWEIGHT PASSENGER CAR
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES
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Source: U. S. Deportment 01 Comme,ce, Bu,eau of Public Roods, Rood-Use, and
Property Taxe' on Selected Molor Vehleles, 1964.
Figure 10
ROAD-USER AND PERSONAL-PROPERTY TAX PAYMENTS
FOR A 15,OOO-POUND STAKE TRUCK
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES"64
DOLLARS 280 320
Note: In Moine, the per>onal-praperty tax is in the farm of an annual excise lax_
Source: U. S. Depo,tment 01 Commerce, Bureau of Public Roods, Rood-U.er and Property Taxes on Selected
Mota, Vehicle" 1964.
Legend for Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13.
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Figure 11 FOR A 40,DDD-POUND, 3-AXlE DUMP TRUCK
ROAD-USER AND PERSONAL-PROPERTY TAX PAYMENTS
IN NEW ENGLAND STATES. 1964
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Figure 12 FOR A 55 ,DOD-POUND, .-AXlE, GASOLINE-POWERED COMBINATION
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Figure 13 FOR A 72,OOO-POUND, 5-AXlE, DIESEl_POWERED COMBINATION
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chapter 2
HIGHWAY SYSTEMS
Maine has a total of 20,957 miles of public highways, roads and streets under the [cr lsdictlon of the State High-
way Commission, 110 urban cities and towns, 381 rural towns and 16 counties.
Leqolly, for purposes of administration and finance, this mileage is classified into three general systems:
1. State highways - the principal arteries.
2. State-aid highways - the secondary, feeder routes.
3. Town ways - the tertiary, local roads and streets.
Individual routes or sections are designated or approved by the State Highway Commission according to the three
state classifications established by statute. Highways on the federal-aid systems are selected by the Commission and
approved according to federal highway laws by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads.
State highways include 85 miles of federal-aid Interstate, 1,719 miles of federal-aid primary, 1,357 miles of
federal-aid secondary and 477 miles of non-federal-aid - for a total of 3,638 miles.
State-aid highways include 840 miles of federal-aid secondary and 6,856 miles of non-federal-aid - for a total
of 7,696 miles.
Town ways are the remaining 9,248 miles of public, non-federal-aid roads and streets.
In addition, the Maine Turnpike is a separate 113-mile toll facility, 62 miles of which also are on the designated
federal-aid Interstate System and there are 262 miles of state and federal reservation roods.
Maine1s portion of the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways as planned for 1972 is 312 miles. All 11
of this is on Route 95 or its spurs, and includes the 62 miles on the turnpike.
The total highway mileage in Maine includes 18,830 miles in rural areas
and 2,127 in urban areas. For purposes of this study, all towns with less than
1,000 population in the urban or "compact" area were considered to be rural.
(The term "compoct'' applies to any section of highway along which buildings
-ore less than 200 feet apart for a distance of at least one-quarter mile.)
All of these figures are from the State Highway Commission's official
mileage table of March 1, 1964. Since that date, an additional 23.4 miles of
Interstate have been opened and the federal-aid primary and secondary net-
works have been adjusted to reflect current service requirements.
Table 9
MAINE HIGHWAY MILEAGE
by odmini,tralive syslem,
Morch I, 1964
Sy1tem Rural Total
Slate Highway, Federal-aid Inlerolate 75 10 85
Stale Highway, Federal-aid Primary 1,505 2" \,719
Slale Highway, Federal-aid Secondary 1,260 97 1,357
Slale-aid, Federol-aid Secondary 788 52 8<"
Slate Highway, Non-federal·aid 454 2J
Slcle-aid, Non-federal-aid 6,578 278 6,856
Tewn Way 7,816 1,432 9,248
TurnpikeY "" 113
Reservation Road. 250 12 262
TOlol 18,830 2,127
Y Include. 62 miles an the Interolale Sy,lem,
Source: oV,oineStale Highway Cammi .. ion.
Construction Responsibility
The State Highway Commission's construction funds are categorized ac-
cording to their intended use, as follows:
12 1. General Highway Fund.
2. State-a id Fund.
3 • Town Road Improvement Fund.
The Commission is responsible for construction of both rural and urban
portions of the State Highway System, although the financing may be partici-
pated in by local govemments. State highway improvements are financed by
the Commission through the General Highway Fund.
The Commission and the local governments are jointly responsible for con-
struction of both rural and urban portions of the state-aid system. The work
usually is handled by the local units under supervision of the Commission.
Apportionment of monies to the local units from the State-aid Fund is based on
allocations by the Legislature and regulations by the Commission.
Local governments are responsible for construction of both rural and urban
portions of towns ways. The Commission contributes to construction of unim-
proved sections through the Town Road Improvement Fund, as a Ilocated by the
Legislature.
The federal government participates in improvement of federal-aid systems.
The ratio of federal-state participation is 90-10 for Interstate highways and
50-50 for primary and secondary routes. Urban federal-aid funds are limited
to expenditures on urban extensions of primary and secondary routes in urban
areas with more than 5,000 population.
Maintenance Responsibility
The State Highway Commission is responsible for year-round maintenance
of the State Highway System and for summer maintenance of the "Improved"
sections of the state-aid system in rural areas. (Illmproved" sections are those
for which the Commission previously has contributed funds and any additional
sections accepted as improved by the Commission.) local governments are re-
sponsible for snow and ice removal on the state-aid system and receive a fixed
per-mile contribution from the State for winter maintenance.
loco I governments are responsible for maintenance of condition on the
state highway and state-aid systems in urban or compact areas with a total
population of 5,000 or more. The Commission is responsible for maintenance
of these facilities if the population is less than 5,000.
local governments are responsible for maintenance of condition on the
unimproved sections of the state-aid system and on all local roads and streets.
PRINCIPAL HIGHWAYS IN MAINE
This map shows more than 1,500 miles of principal highways in Maine, plus
sections of the Interstate System yet to be built.
The 1,365 miles of U. S.-numbered routes in the State are shown in black.
These generally are state highways on the federal-aid primary and secondary
networks.
The 108 miles of Interstate Route 95 now open to traffic and the 62 miles of
Interstate highway on the Maine Turnpike are indicated by the solid green
bonds. Uncompleted Interstate segments are represented by the broken green
lines. Maine has 312 miles on the Interstate System planned for 1972.
The part of the 113-mile turnpike which is not on the Interstate network is
shown by the open green band.
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Kittery
It is not practical to expect all highways in the State to have a rating' of
100, but there is a point on the sufficiency rating scale which should repre-
sent the minimum rating for a section of highway to be acceptable to the
traveling public.
Sufficiency ratings have been assigned to Maine's state highway and
federal-aid systems by the same field personnel since the ratings were
started in 1956, and the historical trend of these ratings is very consistent.
The ratings have been recorded on electronic data processing cards to
facilitate rapid analysis.
The Consultant reviewed the Store's sufficiency rating methods and com-
pared ratings through field inspection of specific road sections. Based on
these evaluations and on consultation with State Highway Commission per-
sonnel, it was determined that a sufficiency rating of 70 constitutes a mini-
mally acceptable highway and that sections rating below 70 are in need of
construction.
Table 10 lists the miles of roadway in the various sufficiency rating
groups as of March 1, 1964.
Obsolescence
Highways do not remain static in their ability to provide acceptable ser-
vice to the public. Over a period of time, the structural components of the
roadbed deteriorate and traffic patterns change in composition and volume.
These factors eventually cause the highway to become deficient. The rate at
which obsolescence has occurred in the past can be measured by analysis of
historical sufficiency ratings and construction activity.
Records of historical sufficiency ratings were sorted to provide a table of
miles above and below the cutoff point of 70 on road sections that had been
rated each of the five times over the eight-year period from 1956 to 1964.
This revealed that 2,969.29 miles have been rated each year and that the
number of deficient miles has decreased from 1,308.45 in 1956 to 1,184.39 in
1964. Thus, Maine has been making progress toward the gaol of eliminating
011 deficient roadway at an average rate of 15.51 miles per year,
16
Analysis of the miles of construction actually performed on the same road
sections determined thot there were 703.64 miles constructed during the same
period, or an average rate of 87.96 miles per year. The difference between
the two rates (87.96 - 15.51 = 72.45) is the number of miles the State High-
way Commission had to construct each year over the past eight years just to
keep abreast of obsolescence on the 2,969.29 tete! miles rated each year.
5 0 " II the construction expenditure represented by these miles cantatlstlca y, .. h "f t fi rk. . the future This IS t e mix a cons rue Ion wobe expected to conflnue 10· I (2)" I 0 id l f r (1) structural and traffic obso escence , stopgaps
mvo ved 10 provt 109 0 hi" f
) It lt I viewed as an amount of t e toto construction e -and (3 rep ccemen s, IS - Th u 'I" ed
fort that must be continuously assigned for these purposes. e ~I. e as,us
in this analysis is representative only and does not refer to a speclfic project
mile for any particular type of project.
Wh .•. de for the future construction effort that will noten provrsron IS ma
contribute to overcoming deficiences, the historical mile.s first ar~ logically
related to the size of the rated systern , In the case of tb is onclysls , the 72.45
miles per year represent a statistical rate of 2.:M per cent per year o.f the
2,969.29 total rated miles. Application of this rate to the 4,OO~-~de tota~
highway system on which needs have been determined by the sufflcle~cy rat109
method gives 97J miles per year for which construction must be provided that
will not contribute to overcoming deficiencies.
In the needs figures for the individual systems on which sufficiency ratings
were utilized, provision has been made for the appropriate relative port of
this 97.7 miles - and the resulting cost figures have been denoted as "future
needs" •
Rural Sampling
The non-federal-aid portion of the state-aid system and the town ways
were appraised especially for this study by road inventory crews of the Com-
mission's Division of Planning and Traffic, under guidance and direction of
the Consultant. Construction design standards and minimum acceptable stand-
ards for these systems, shown in the back of this report, were developed with
the cooperation and assistance of a committee of Commission personnel and
representatives of local governments.
Tobie 10
SUFFICIENCY RATINGS ON MAINE
STATE HIGHWAY AND FEDERAL-AID SYSTEMS
1964
Mile. by Sufficiency Roling G,oup
5y.'em C,iricot '00' foi, Adequore Mile. 11 lorol
0-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-100 Not Rored- Mile.
Stote Highwoy, Federol-oid Primo'y 90.18 242. 11 242.82 163.89 765.65 216.60 1,7\9.25
Stole Highwoy ond Stote-oid,
Fede'ol-oid Secondary 12\.88 322.83 576.28 334.97 690.64 150.51 2,197. II
Slate Highway, Non-federal-aid 13.78 65.58 153.00 110.09 100.48 33.79 476.72
Totol 216.48 639.88 972 .10 608,95 1,556,77 398.90 4,393.00
Ylnclude, urbon mileoge.
Source: Moine Slate Highwoy Commi"ion.
A random sample of approximately 12 per cent of the mileage in each
county was selected from road inventory records. These records initially were
stratified by surface types to ensure thot a reasonable cross section of road
types would be selected. The randomly selected sections subsequently were
appraised by the road inventory crews following extensive training sessions to
ensure uniform application of techniques.
Urban Sampling
The 88 urban areas in Maine were stratified by population groups to en-
sure a sample representation of all sizes of cities and towns. These groups
covered (1) six areas over 20,000, (2) 14 areas 5,000 to 20,000, and (3) 68
areas 1,000 to 5,000. All compact areas under 1,000 population were con-
sidered to be rural in this study.
Random samples of three, three and 16 areas respectively were selected
from the three stratifications. Appraisal procedures for the urban sample then
were developed by the Consultant and performed by Commission personnel.
Maine currently has two comprehensive urban area transportation studies
in progress - one in Portland and another in Lewiston-Auburn. Data from
these studies will provide long-range needs for the two areas, but the studies
were not sufficiently complete in time to incorporate the results into this re-
port.
Sampling Analysis
Information on each sample road section was directly coded by the field
crews for electronic data processing. The sample cards then were tabulated
and expanded to provide a state-wide needs estimate for the various systems.
Computer programs for these analyses were developed by Commission per-
sonnel under direction of the Consultant and may be used in the future as the
Commission continues its needs appraisals.
Construction Costs
After the mileage of needed construction was developed for all systems,
average construction costs were developed from an analysis of construction
cost records.
The Planning and Traffic Division has maintained a record of construction
costs as a part of its road life record. The project costs were analyzed by use
of electronic data processing programs, and tabulations of per-mile construc-
tion costs were developed for numerous improvement types and design stand-
ards. These data then were analyzed statistically to obtain average trended
cost values.
The resultant costs per mile are listed in Table 11. These costs were ap-
plied to the mileage of needed construction to obtain the final needs esti-
mates for each highway system.
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HIGHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
State Highway, Federal-aid Interstate
The method of financing Maine's portion of the National System of Inter-
state and Defense Highways provides for periodic estimates of needs remaining
to complete the system. Since these needs were updated this year, it was not
necessary to conduct a separate needs analysis on the Interstate System.
Needs for Interstate highways are shown in Table 12. The Interstate Sys-
tem is scheduled for completion in 1972 so the average annual construction
figures in this table are based on a seven-year period. However, these needs
are averaged for a 17-year program period elsewhere in this report to conform
with tabulations for the other systems.
State Highway, Federal-aid Primary
The Federal-aid Primary System is composed of 1,719 miles of the most
important highways in Maine. The construction needs on this system are shown
in Table 13.
The costs for the rural portions of the system make provision for construc-
tion improvements fully in accordance with modem design requirements for
the traffic served by the system. Included is provision for a program currently
under consideration by the Commission: construction of a four-lane improve-
ment on U. S. Route 1 between Portland and Kittery. Because of the degree
of urbanization along this particular route, the costs of construction are sub-
stantially higher than for other four-lane rural facilities. 17
Table II
AVERAGE COST PER MIte
FOR RVRAL ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN MAINE
(e)(dudi"" ,truelu'''S)
"64
System ," 0t05ign Grnup E""ineeri!'l9 lliBht-o.f~Way GMCle and Orai" !lase and Surface Roodside ond Traffic"'·""· t:fo::
State Highway, Fo:d..r,!l~oid
1"le"tol"
$37,000:2_lane s 59,000 s 9,000 $173,000 $133,000 as,QOO4-lone 123,000 32,000 357,000 210,000
Tatal
$411,000
807,000
Orner Slat .. Highway
and F..derol_old
15,000 28,0000-100 3,000 1,000 9,000
20,000 1,000 53,000101~4oo ',000 1,000 23,00Cl
42,000 2,000 96,000401-1500 10,000 2,000 40,000
",000 9,000 173,000150\-6000 2.4,000 ',000 64,000 n9,OOO
over 6000 96,000 32,000 "',000 210,000 86,000
Siale-aid,
Nan-federal-oid
0-100
101-400
401-1500
1501--6000
OVer 6000
1,000
1,000
96,000
2,000
32,000
13,000
16,000
36,000
79,000
355,000
15,000
18,000
31,000
52,000
210,000 86,000
28,000
34,000
",000
134,000
; n9,OOO
Town Way 2,000' 7,000 11,000 20,000
State Highway and State-aid, Federal-aid Secondary
Some adjustments were made in Maine1s federal-aid systems during the
course of this study, but they were not officially adopted in time to be in-
cluded in this report. These changes slightly affect the needs estimates for
individual systems but do not affect the combined estimates for all systems.
The needs on federal-aid secondary routes are shown in Tables 14 and 15.
The Federal-aid Secondary System consists of 1,357 miles on the state highway
system and 840 miles on the state-aid system.
Urban federal-aid primary costs generally average less per mile than rural
costs, notably because of limitations in the kinds of improvements that practi-
cally can be effected on existing streets that are port of the primary system.
In many cases, the improvements are limited to some form of reconstruction of
existing surface widths.
State Highway and State-aid, Non-federal-aid
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Tables 16 and 17 list the needs on the two remaining state-administered
s~stems. These include 477 miles of state highways and 6,856 miles of state-
old routes.
Town Woy
Town ways are the responsibility of the local counties, cities and towns
for construction, maintenance and administration. The only highway-user
funds presently applied to town ways are in the form of the Town Road Improve-
ment Fund, discussed earlier in this report. The needs on town ways are shown
in Tobie 18.
Summary
The total needs bill for all systems for a 17-year program period is sum-
marized in Table 19. The average annual construction cost is $86,743,000.
Average annual revenues over the period are expected to be $98,950,000,
but these revenues also must provide for costs of maintenance and administra-
tion.
The last two chapters of this report analyze more fully the problems of
financing Mainels highway needs.
Table 12
HIGHWAY NHDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Tolal AVltlUlle An....K11
3,958,000
COl'$I"'w.... COI'.tn,ocllon
Mite, Cost
1-45.1 $106,184,000
27,705,000 1.06
$19,127,000
r .4
152.5 $133,889,000 21.79
$15,169,000
Toiol Averoge Annuol
Syslem CO'l>In,oetion Con~lrvclion C"",In,ocl'on Con,truction
Mile, Cet Mile. CwI
Rural - Existing Need, 580.18 $140,0-41,000 34.13 $ 8,238,000
Future Need. 62.04.07 150,635,000 36.71 8,861,000
Toial 1,204.25 $290,616,000 70.8.04 $17,099,000
Urban - Existing Need, 116.60 $ 25,-489,000 6.86 $ 1,500,000
Future Need~ 98.39 18,364,000 5.79 1,080,000
TOlol 214.99 s 43,853,000 12.65 $ 2,580,000
Total Need, 1,419.24 $334,529,000 83.-49 $\9,679,000
Tobie 13
MAINE HIGHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Slale Highwoy, Federol-gid Primary
Tobie 1.04
MAINE HIGHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
SllJte HIIl .......ay. federol-old 5ec;on;l<;lry
Total Ave. Annual
COI'$In,ocllon COI"hu<::tlon
Mil," Coct
509.99 s 74,617,000 30."
522.41 76,640,000 30.73
1,OJ2.40 $151,457,000 60.73
72.61 s 19,411,000 a.z
f"ture N".b 24.69 5,594,000 1.45
T.... 97,30 S 25.005,000 ,.n
TololNnd, 1,129.70 $176,462,000 ".45
S 4,0401,000
>4,508,'000
329,000
$ 1,471,000
$10,380,000
& 19
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Table 16
MAINE HIGHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Stale Hig"""'Y, Non-fed ..",I-<lid
Totol Average AnnuQl
Constn,lclion Construction Con",fUction Conot",C!ionS~t"rn
Mil". Co< Mn... Co<
Rurol - Existing Need. 2.0.2.4- S2.5, 096, 000 14.31
51,476,000
FUN'" Need. 188.36 19,433,000 11.08
1,143,000
Totol 4Jl.&J $04-4,529,000 ZS." U,619,OOO
Urban - E.xisting Needs 20,45 S 9,435,000 1.20 555,000
fUN'" N....d. 2." 687,000 0.15 "'.000
Totel 22.91 $10,122,000 '.35 595,000
Total Need. 4Sot.51 $.5<1,651,000 26.74 53,214,000
Tobie 17
MAINE H!GHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Stote-aid, Non-federol-aid
Tolol Average Annvol
Con,INcl;o" ("",Irvetoon Con<lrvCli(>(l Con.IIVet;""
System Mil". Co.t Mile. C~,
Rurol - &"ting N"ed, 4,017.12 5152,48<1,000 236.30 S 8,970,000
Future Need. 2,560.27 81,653,000 150.60 4,803,000
Total 6,577.39 5234,137,000 386.90 513,773,000
Urban - Existing Need. 244.55 61, 205, 0Cl0 14.39 S 3,m,OOO
future Need$ 33.83 8,576,000 1.99 50<.000
Tolol 278.38 $ 72,781,000 16.38 $ 4,281,000
Totol Need$ 6,855.77 $..106,918,000 400.28 $18,054,000
Table 18
MAINE HIGHWAY NEEDS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Town Way
Totol Average Annual
Con'lruclion Con'hvclion Con,truction COMlruclion
Sy.tem Mile. C~. Mile, COil
RUI"OI- Total 4,335.63 $ 91,263,000 255.04 $ 5,368,000
Urban - hl.ting Needl 1,030.30 $188,675,000 00.00 $11,099,000
Fulv,e Needl 401.82 72,124,000 23.64 4,243,000
Tolo\ 1,432.12 $260,799,000 84.24 $15,342,000
Totol Need, 5,767 .75 $352,062,000 339.28 $20,710,000
St~·utJure$c.,.
Totol Conllructlon
C~.
$ 42,642,000 133,889,000
334,S29,000
176,462,000
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SUFFICIENCY RATINGS ON MAINE
STATE HIGHWAY AND FEDERAL-AID SYSTEMS
This map indicates the sufficiency ratings assigned to Maine's
state highway and federal-aid systems in 1964.
Sections rated below 70 and in need of immediate construction
are shown in black. Sections rated above 70 and considered
adequate are shown in Iight green.
Interstate highways and the Maine Turnpike - which were not
rated - are shown in dark green.
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chapter 4
HIGHWAY REVENUES
AND EXPENDITURES
The preceding chapter summarized Maine's long-range highway construction needs. This chapter explores the
Store's capability to provide sufficient financing to meet those needs ,
STATE HIGHWAY INCOME
Principal sources of highway revenues available to the State Highway Commission ore motor fuel faxes and licen-
ses! federal-aid, bonds, and State and local governments. Table 20 lists the Commission's income for the past nine
years.
The following are pertinent facts about the various revenue sources:
• Motor fuel taxes and 1icenses.
Maine taxes the highway use of gasoline, diesel fuel and other highway fuels at the rate of 7 cents per gal-
Ion. Only Alaska at 8 cents per gallon and Washington at 7.5 cents per gallon have higher gasoline tax
rates. Sixteen other states - including two in New England - also tax gasoline at the rate of 7 cents per
gallon. Revenues produced by these taxes have increased 48 per cent since 1955.
• Motor vehicle fees and licenses.
Maine registers motor vehicles on a graduated gross-vehicle-weight scale of 21 steps, from 6,000 pounds to
73,280 pounds. A provision in the registration law known as the "Frozen reeds" clause allows any vehicle
that has paid at least $100 in registration fees to operate during the months of December, January and Febru-
ary at the maximum gross weight allowed for the vehicle type. The registration fee laws also provide for a
"short-term II permit, which allows a vehicle to increase its gross operating weight for the duration of the per-
mit at a reduced fee. Short-term permits may be obtained for time periods of from one to eleven months. 23
Table 20
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY INCOME
by fiKal yea ..
"05 '96' .962 '963Soo~. '956 '957 '958 '95' '960
Fuel Taxe$ $16,498,391 $19,729,651 $20,810,746 $21,184,785 $22,151,599 $23,025,102 $23,621,826 $24,253,165
$24,462,157
and Lic;en5e$
Mator Vehicle Fees 7,903,447 8,332,525 8,694,413 9,303,68" 8,872,487 9,622,552 9,891,869
10,C>47,642 10,223,394
and lic;en.e'$
91,270
lnspe<:lion Fee'$
91,820
and lic;en.e'$
Federol Matc;hing 4,416,266 5,946,357 7,241,m 9,796,7"2 20,.(53,018 19,530,676 16,864,330 17,479,226 19,183,m
Funds
Countie'$, Town1 1,713,898 1,760,966 1,753,286 1,550,580 1,507,029 2,549,m 1,79<4,664 1,642,308
1,642;573
and Cilie'$
Privote Contri- 231,489 464.848 37,599 11,783 78
bulion1
State General 1,109,543 228,179 138,873 962,395 946,156 1,050,531 1,063,026 597,109
590,228
F,",
Earnings on 321,964 209,643 354,218 381,602 199,924 .(52,2% "92,161
363,768 269,390
Inve1t"'enls
Other Lkensel 97,282 102,299 126,592 116,792 125,819 140,754 150,889
159,285 134,313
and Per",its
Payment for SeN- 382,139 516,182 608,670 599,872 445,915 830,988 703,031 922,502 700,191
ices Rendered
Operotors' E"om- 27,053 SO .... 56,302 69,936 85,5.(5 ".384 89,352 81,2"5 92,291
inolion Fees
Sale of Aulo- 400 34,387 '" 453mobile.
Fines and Police 77,849 133,542 225,211 2<11,213 171,402 224,885 2"2,18" 212,703
179,035
Costs
Miscellaneous 39,326 49,209 58.044 60,423 48,855 .(5,887 .(5,367 264,831 103,983
Total $32,819,048 $37,558,192 S40,106,680 $«,245,259 $.55,007,827 $.57,571,826 $.54,958,698
$.56,115,602 $.57,672,603
Source, Maine Slate Highway Commission,
The most common use of these two provisions is to register a vehicle
for 18,000 pounds, for which the registration fee is $100. This al-
lows the vehicle to operate at the legal gross weight for the vehicle
type during the frozen-road months. The vehicle then is registered
for a nine-month, short-term permit. The nine-month, short-term fee
for a 73,280-pound truck registering in this manner is $425, or a
total of $525, compared with the $600 normal fee for that size
vehicle.
apportionment of funds to these systems will not provide for complete
modernization within a foreseeable future period.
• Highway bands.
The State Highway Commission has been issuing bonds to supplement
current income for several years. Table 21 shows the status of this
bonding program. Presently, the Commission has available an addi-
tional 20 million dollars in bond revenues from current authorizations.
• Federal-aid.
The federal government provides funds on a state matching basis for
construction of projects on designated federal-aid systems. Federal-
aid Interstate projects are financed by 90 per cent federal funds and
10 per cent state funds. The Interstate program is set up to provide
sufficient financing for construction of the entire system by 1972.
• State and local governments.
The State General Fund currently provides for 25 per cent of the
total cost of State Police operations. The remaining 75 per cent is a
responsibility of the General Highway Fund and the highway user.
24
Federal-aid primary, secondary and urban funds are provided on a
limited basis according to a nationwide apportionment formula.
These funds are matched on a 50-50 basis by the State. The present
Local governments contribute funds to the State Highway Commission
to match state-aid construction. The amount contributed by the
cities and towns is based on a schedule of population, assessed valu-
ation and road mileage.
STATE HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES
Table 22 lists the expenditures of the State Highway Commission for the
years 1955 to 1963.
Non-construction expenditures in 1963 amounted to 43 per cent of the
total 63.5-million-dollar schedule. Construction expenditures in 1963 on the
state systems {state highway and state-aid} amounted to 34.3 million dollars.
The Commission also provided 1.8 million dollars for local road construction
through the Town Road Improvement Fund.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
Loca I government income and expenditures for the past nine years are
listed in Tobles 23 and 24. Highway-user revenues are available to the local
governments through the Town Road Improvement Fund and through payments
for snow rem ova I on the state-a id system.
Local governments also receive the excise taxes paid on motor vehicles in
lieu of personal-property tcxes , Although the excise taxes must be paid prior
to vehicle registration, these taxes usually are not considered to be highway-
00'01
A"thor;J.ed
1~51
1957
1959
f959Generol Hililt!woy
Genercl Highway ,,.,
1963
user taxes. Excise taxes are not dedicated to highway improvements at the
local level, although most towns use them for this purpose. Excise tax r~
celpts amounted to 7.7 million dollars in 1963.
FORECAST OF STATE HIGHWAY INCOME
To determine how well the State will be able to finance its improvement
program, the Consultant mode independent detailed analyses and estimates of
the revenues expected to be available from current tax sources during the
17-year program period.
The procedures used in forecasting were compared with State Highway
Commission methods and discussed with members of the Commission IS planning
staff. The resultant forecasts of motor vehicle registrations and motor fuel
consumption made by the Consultant closely paralleled those made independ-
ently by the Commission. In view of this, it was decided to use the exact fig-
ures prepared by the Commission on these two factors to maintain continuity
with various published reports of forecast values for Moine.
Figures 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 illustrate in summary form the sequence of
analysis in forecasting motor vehicle registrations and motor fuel consumption.
Tohle 21
MAINE'S HIGHWAY BONDING P!l:OGRAM
{exelvd;ng toll bridge>}
June 30, 19M
Dote Arrooulll Amllulll
l$,II,Ied I_ed UIl;$$I,Ied
P';ndflOl
Retired
Proiected
Inte~s1
490,000
4,000,000
7;500,000
15,500,_000
i 38-4,000
4,000,000
7,500,000
10,500,000
5 106,000 s lB,-960
5,000,000
7,000,000
3,500,000
9,000,000
3,·000,000
8;500,000'"
,';~
900,000
1/850,000
300,000
7,000,000
,2,600,000
7,150,000
2,700,000
8,5GO,OOO
'-5,500,000 7,500,000
6,000,000
7,000,000
~7 , 89(l,000 .!I$20,500,000 S26,234,000Totol
Y C<X>s,.ts of $9, 1-50,000. "l1ocoled o~ $11, J.5g(~ ~tolloc<:>t_ed.
S(ll,lfGe' Moi"e Stot" Hi9hW<'lyCommi»i~." ' 25
Table 22
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES
by fi~al yean
Item 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
,... 1961 1962 1963
Highway $13,171,958 $13,152,719 $\5,2-46,735 S21,8J6,551
$31,787,298 $28,321,141 $25,861,127
$27,067,781 $29,.450,6-45
Construction
Grade~crouing 14,336 9,706 \2,813 29,350 10,.408
34,667 7.W 41,339 3,236
Protection
Picnic Area. 18,674 28,394 24,259 29,7.40 24,5.43 39,420
28,559 5\,712 J7,722
Bridge Conslructian 1,997,496 2,370,399 929,635 1,243,934 \,172,761 1,189,801
1,213,458 1,235,728 1,1.40,058
State-oid 2,1.58,572 2,684,293 2,747,033 2,631,512 2,720,135 2,586,0043
2,459,746 2,667,873 2,359,411
Construction
Stale-aid Construc~ 1,024,840 1,120,698 1,253,85.4 1,093,516 1,285,920
1,096,758 1,514,136 1,332,660
lion (Special)
Town Road 928,3~2 1,513,23.4 1,533,576 1,501,460 tez.ccc 1,.453,335
1,538,675 1,522,907 l,nO,995
Impravement
Special Resolves 27,0)2 35,33.4 750 3,413 19,703 2,852 '.637
Special Re.olves, 4,636
Claims
Island Refund. 2,500 2,859 2,110
1,719 3,426 1,102
3,529 5.coe
Bridge """'intenance 557,493 424,411 527,584 544,099
539,069 637,201 833,nS 1,550,760 1,055,781
Highway 7,6\3,202 6,766,135 7,087,788 7,168,446 7,703,804
8,302,591 8,096,635
8,529,862 8,.452,806
"""'intenance
flood O...,age 819,300 130,133
Snow Removal 3,703,333 4,107,395 4,284,494 4,900,251 5,192,589
5,250,334 5,483,782 5,422,078
6,366,132
Traffic Services 213,138 228,300 198,7e8 292,270
334,695 313,387 424,274 460,367
335.256
AdministlOlion 583,391 594,815 614,278 694,897
712,278 784,580 800,105 825,602
900,113
Contingent 138,66\ 231,459 153,157 102,025
144,547 229,156 141,307 231,192
699,505
Expen ....
Rodia Operations 34,362 32,315 32,364
40,461 36,21:'0 38,169 53,669
53,701 47,563
Planning 149,753 167,497 296,406
248,497 319,166 480,062 0406,201
301,584 381,289
Compen",lion 52,468 44,766 43,268
45,293 41,954 57,108 !il,898 52,441
50,298
Band Retire"""nt 2,358,730 2,006,000 \,873,000
3,538,000 545,250 4,222,1l3 5,347,618
3,849,763 4,408,538
ond Interesl
Secretory of Stole 537,840 731,939
550,591 627,032 645,366 702,891 1,015,255 722,918
725,425
Secretory of Slate - 11,710
12,096 13,412 12,058 15,859 18,050 17,600 18,601
18,729
Svildings
Secretory of Siole - "0 78' 1,063 \,248 2,028 2,229
1,674 1.848 1,974
Regislration
Slate Police 1,172,460
1,465,693 1,396,088 1,662,137 1,923,593 2,066,277 2,143,S48 2,018,821 2,365,0433
State Police- 11,947
11,594 10,619 10,467 11,796 17,329 19,358 18,762 17,918
lluildings
State Police -
55,263 64,127 8,322
Garage
Stole Police ~ Molar
28,587 28,211
Vehicle In~cti""
Highway Safely
17,573 30,386 24,n8 24,443
Convniltee
Public Utilities 73,869 83,270
91,014 91,8\7 100,306 112,nl
124,248 126, eos 117,1046
land Damage 800rd
26,7616 48,831
C""lributions and 503,264
479,996 481,244 619,546 628,055 732,648 789,334 967,518 ""2,852
Tran.fers
Services Rendered 344,822
441,292 402,504 414,670 335,876 328,826 349,.459 319,871 311,780
Other Agencies
Total 537,196,543
$38, 78S, 947 539,676,019 $49,600,399 557,594,015 S,59,255,074 S58, 3046,238 S,59,6162,667 S6J, 479,756
26
Source, .Maine Siale Highway Commi .. ion•
Tobie 23
LOCALGOVERNMENTINCOME FORHIGHWAYSIN MAINE
by fiscol yeon
Source 1955 1956 1957 1958 '959 1%0 1961 '962
,,.,
Rox:eiphfrom
teeet Revenues
Counties ond T"""n.hips s 3,858,709 $ 3,834,283 s 4,1\8,097 $ 3,876,,5.48 $ 4,536,5\9 s 4,463,750 $ 4,6048,037 $ 4,1045,113 $ 4,450,75\
Municipalities 5,\19,686 6,288,325 6,35\,073 6,412,780 7,368,240 6,812,365 8,340,910 8,548,437 9,299,612
Totol $ 8,978,395 $10,122,608 $10,469,170 $10,289,328 $11,904,759 $11,276,115 $12,988,947 $12,693,550 $13,750,363
Other Receipt>
-480,828Countie. ond Townships 899,991 330,943 146,279 135,705
143,336 \1,884 28, ISO 14,259
Mun;cipalilie. 220,984 196,547 201,928 94,092 47,711
28,757 162, J4.4 73,128 101,893
Tolol 701,8\2 1,096,538 532,871 240,371 183,416 172,093 174,228 101,278 116,152
Re<;eiphfrom Stote
Countie. ond Townships s 1,267,456 S \,062,494 802,047 s 1,957,808 $ 1,990,254 s 2,026,575 s 2,168,072 $ 2,037,256 s 2,108,085
Mur.i<;ipaliti... -404,067 360,532 218,658 562,-451 623,298 564,040 650,533
670,079 664,316
Tolol I 1,671,523 s 1,423,026 1,020,705 5 2,520,259 s 2,613,552 52,590,615 s 2,818,605 $ 2,707,335 52,m,401
Ilorrowing. 146,708
Counlie. ond Townships 199,374 541,440 109,675 448,632 181,490 1,1045,040 89,260
170,740
Municipalitie. 333,062 274,639 403,860 448,262 173,438 429,533 72,314
190,923 419,283
Total 532,456 816,079 513,535 896,894 354,928
1,574,573 161,574 36\,663 565,991
Totollnc:ome
Counties ond Township> s 5,806,367 s 6,338,208 s 5,360,762 $ 6,429,267 $ 6,843,968 $ 7,m,701 s 6,917,253
$ 6,381,259 $ 6,719,803
Municipalitie. 6,On,799 7,120,043 7,175,519 7,517,585 8,212,687 7,834,695
9,226,101 9,-482,567 10,485,104
Totol $11,884,166 $13,458,25\ $12,536,281 $13,946,852 $15,056,655
$15,613,396 $16,143,354 $15,863,826 $17,204,907
Source: """'in.. 5tote HighwoyCommiosion.
. "''''8':8'8>''' "'~',W '","'~' ':i>"'':
Tobie 24
LOCALGOVERNMENTEXPENOITtJRfSFORHIGHWA,yslN MA.tNE
by fiscol yean
Item 1955 1956 1957 1958 19S9 '960 I,., '962 ,,.,
Conuruetion end
Mointeroonce
Co""t;e. gridTowmhips s 4,S:41A;i4 $ 3,787,976 $ 3,987,163 s 4,859,790 $ 5,524,642 $ 5,546,23\ $ 5,110,044 $, 5,5\3,818
Muni<;ipglities 5,.58!,A2J 6,276,238 6,260,7n 6,718,377 7,125,031 8,409,185 8,470,749 9,469,42\
Teltol $10, i21'8$7 .$10;064,214 $1,0,24'7:,940 $11,578,167 $12,&49,673 513,955,416 $ 13,S80,793 $14,963,239
MiKelloneou"
Cguntie. "nd T_n"'ip> :ci,233 30,127 61,.os7 45,243
$ w__ ~~ •• • $ ••• _. $ ~___ w~_
Municipalities 87,442, 149,9?8 127, H3 8,626
10tgl S 1~,675 180,125 188,230 53,869
$ •• w___ • $ ww••• ww. l_"w_w
Contributions to St"te ,"':'"
Counti ... gnc!Tow..,hip> S 856,012 1,773,655 S 1,174,803 1,032;'151 1,971,132
1,031,8112 947,814 878,686
Municipaliti ... 257,621 35J,915 536,314 499/131 435,430 543,973
724,923 45S,217
Totgl 1,113,633 5 2,125,570 1,711,117 1,53t28-2 s 2,406,562 I 1,575,835
Oebt Service
Counties oncI Townships 325,900 624,379 323,336 268,902 331,771
349,710
Muni<;ipglltiel 151,313 34i,892 149,222 172,934 26.5,600
272,943
Totol 477,213 966,271 472,558 +f1,836 597,379 S
622,653
Total ExpetI<litur... s 7,en~788 $ 6,927,803 $6,381,259 .$ 6,719,803Countie. and Township. S 5,7~,579 S 6,216,137 S 5,557,044 $ 6,221,930 -S 6,967,361
Municipaliti ... 6,fJ77-q99 7,120,043 7,175,519 7,517,585 8,212,687
7,834,695 9,226,101 9,482,567 10,485,104
Totol $13,336,180 512,732,563 S13,139,515
$15,180,048 $15,707,483 $\6,153,904 $15,863,826 5p,204,907 27
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Figure 16 shows the population projection for the State as mode by the
U. So Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Population is recog-
nized as one of the most reliable subjects to forecast.
Population and motor vehicle registrations, shown in Figure 17, illustrate
the declining ratio of persons per vehicle, as shown in Figure 18. This ratio
is expected to continue to decline until it reaches two persons per vehicle in
1975, and then hold constant. This ratio, coupled with the population fore-
cast, provides the motor vehicle registration forecast ..
Analyses of historical motor vehicle reglstrcf-i ons, probable vehicular
mileages and fuel consumption rates, historical total fuel consumption, and
trends in these values provide the basis for the forecast of motor fuel consump-
tion per vehicle shown in Figure 19f and the forecast of total motor fuel con-
sumption shown in Figure 200
Motor F4el Taxes And Licenses
Once, motor fuel consumption figures are obtained, these must be con-
verted into net revenues expected from them. This involves analysis of
collection costs, motor vehicle travel characteristics and motor vehicle fuel
consumption rates.
Motor fuel taxes and licenses are expected to provide $560,749,000 dur-
ing the 17 -year improvement period, for an average annual income of
$32,985,000.
Motor Vehicle Fees and Licenses
Forecasting of registration revenues in Maine involves not only analysis
of the numbers of vehicles expected to be registered by gross weight groups
but also analysis of the effect of the short-term permit low on revenues. Gen-
erally, the State realizes only 88 per cent of the normal registration fees from
trucks over 18,000 pounds gross weight.
Motor vehicle registration fees and licenses are expected to bring
$225,888,000 into the General Highway Fund over the 17-year period, for an
average annual income of $13,288,000.
Federal-aid
The course of federal-aid for highways is well defined through fiscal year
1972. It is expected that federal-aid will provide each state with sufficient
funds to poy 90 per cent of the cost of completing the Interstate program, plus
funds for the federal-aid primary, secondary and urban systems (ABC programs)
based on annual apportionments of one billion dollars according to formula.
Maine's shore of the annual apportionment for ABC roads is $6,651,503.
What will happen to federal-aid after 1972 is the subject of much conjec-
ture and opinion. The answer to this question is expected to come as a result
of the "After '72 Study" described in Chapter Three. The outcome of this de-
cision, of course, is of paramount concern to the people of Moine.
With exception of the Interstate program, federal funds are not now pro-
vided on a relative needs basis. It appears that one primary intent of the
"After '72 Study" is to develop a federal-aid program which will apportion
funds to the states on the basis of needs. In this manner, there would be rec-
ognition of the variations between states in the adequacy of existing roads,
the comparative costs for improvements in different environments and, possibly,
the ability of individual states to meet financial requirements.
For purposes of this study, the Consultant has taken the position that
(1) federal taxes for highway purposes will be continued at nearly the same
rate as now being levied, (2) the federal-aid primary, secondary and urban
apportionments will continue at the one-billion-dollar level, and (3) the bal-
ance of federal funds probably will be apportioned to the states on a relative
needs basis after 1972.
To forecast federal-aid for Maine, it first was necessary to forecast rev-
enues for the Federal Highway Trust Fund. This was done on the basis of
analyzing current Trust Fund growth.
Under the premises listed above, Maine would receive (1) a share of the
one-billion-dollar ABC apportionment based on the existing formula, and
(2) a share of the balance of Federal Highway Trust Fund revenues, the latter
to be determined on the basis of relative needs.
In the absence of current nationwide needs data, three measures were con-
sidered as possibly representative of Maine's needs as compared with the needs
of the nation as a whole.
The first measure considered was the relationship between Maine's present
Interstate apportionments and the national total of Interstate apportionments.
Use of this indicator is based on the possibility that Maine's Interstate traffic
and construction needs are somewhat representative of its overall needs as
compared to the needs of other states. There also may be some possibility that
consideration would be given to a minimum allotment to some of the low pop-
ulation-density states based on what they currently are receiving, regardless
of the relative needs in these states. On the basis of this indicator, Maine
could expect to receive an average of 15.6 million dollars per year from 1973
to 1982 to replace Interstate funds, or a total of 22.3 million dollars per year
including the regular ABC program.
The second measure considered was relative needs on federal-aid systems
as determined for the national Highway Cost Allocation Study (Section 210,
1956 Federal Highway Act) completed in 1958. On the basis of this needs
ratio, Maine could expect to receive an average of 20.9 million dollars per
year from 1973 to 1982 to replace the Interstate apportionment, or a total of
27.6 million dollars per year including the ABC program.
The third measure considered was relative needs on the Federal-aid Pri-
mary System as determined in the 11210 Study". On this basis, Maine could
expect to receive average annual federal-aid apportionments of 18.2 million
dollars in place of Interstate funds, or a total of 24.9 million dollars per year
including the ABC program. 29
Method Selected for this Study -
For the studies of highway-user and non-user responsibilities required in
this study, the Consultant selected the ratio of Meine's federal-aid primary
needs to nationwide primary needs as the most consistent comparison of Iike
values.
The federal-aid primary networks are composed of approximately 7 per
cent of the total road mileage in each state. They generally ,ore the princlpc]
highways in each state and thus reflect similar service characteristics ..
These factors are not consistent in either of the other proportioning
methods. The Interstate System is a limited network of routes specifically se-
lected to provide a nationwide expressway system. Maine, a border state,
does not have transcontinental routes passing through it as do some central
states.
The ratio based on total ABC needs is affected by the size and character
of the various federal-aid secondary networks in the states. Some states have
over 30 per cent of their total road mileage on the ABC systems, while only
19 per cent of Maine's total mileage is on these systems. Other states have as
little as 10 per cent of their total mileage on the ABC systems.
On the basis of the federal-aid primary ratio, Maine woo Id be expected
to receive $182,050,000 in supplemental federal-aid from 1973 to 1982. This
amount has been allocated to the existing federal-aid systems on a relative
needs basis.
Total federal-aid expected to be received by Maine on this basis for the
17-year program is $411,195,000, for an average annual income of
$24,188,000. This compores with $19,800,000 apportioned to Maine in 1966.
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17·yeor 17-yeor
Source Total Annual Average
Table 25
I $32,985,000fuel Ta_es and License~ 560.7<49,000
PROJECTED MAINE
225,888,000 13,288,000
STATE HIGHWAY INCOME
Mota, Vehicle Fee. and License.
Federal Appo<tion_nll 411,195,000 24,188,000
Fiscal Years 1966·82
Cauntie., Citie. and Town. 30,090,000 r.zrc.ooc
Other 38,15<4,000 2,244,000
Subtotal $ 1,266,076,000 $74,475,000
General Highwoy Bonds 20,500,000 1,206,000
Tolal $1,286,576,000 $75,681,000
Summary
Total revenues expected to be available in Maine for the program period
are shown in Table 25 and Figure 21. These revenues are expected to average
$75,681,000 each yeor for the 17 years.
Figure 21
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FORECAST OF STATEEXPENDITURES
FOR OTHER THAN STATECONSTRUCTION
From the sizeable amount of revenues estimated to be available to the
State Highway Commission, it would appear that Maine would be able to meet
its program requirements. However, the State also has large commitments on
its funds before balances are available for construction. Principal among these
are maintenance, administration and debt service.
The cost of maintaining Maine's highways has increased steadily for sev-
erc l years. A major increase has been brought about by the Interstate System,
and these costs will continue to rise as more and more miles of Interstate are
completed. The Consultant made detailed ana lyses of maintenance costs by
items for the purpose of forecasting these requirements in the future.
The cost of administration generally is related to the size of the total
program. Administration costs were analyzed in relation to program require-
ments and have been forecast accordingly.
The Commission staff assisted in preparing a schedule of bond retirements
and interest expenses for the next 17 years. Table 21 shows the outstanding
balances on these issues.
Summary
Prior commitments on funds available to the State Highway Commission
are summarized in Table 26 and Figure 22~ These commitments are expected
to average $33,370,000 annually for the 17-year program period.
Figure 23 compares the total projected state income with the projected
expenditures for other than state construction.
Table 26
PROJECTED MAINE STATE HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES
FOR OTHER THAN STATE CONSTRUCTION
Fi,c,,1 Years 1966-82
17-year 17~year
Item Talal Annual Average
Maintenance ~70, 294, 000 $21,782,000
Admini.lrot;"n 36,975,000 2,175,000
Debt Service 42,032,000 2,472,000
Olher Government Agenc'e. 91,808,000 5,400,000
Town Road Improvement Fum;! 26,180,000 1,540,000
Total $567,289,000 $33,370,000
Figure 22
PROJECTED MAINE STATE HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES
FOR OTHER THAN STATE CONSTRUCTION
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FORECAST OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
Table 27 summarizes the projected revenues and expenditures for highways
at the local level.
It is difficult to analyze various town reports in order to determine main-
tenance and construction differences. For example, one town may report re-
surfacing as a maintenance item and another may call it construction. It is
the opinion of the Consultant that some portions of reported (and hence pro-
jected) maintenance expenditures actually are capital improvements.
Figure 23
COMPARISON OF PROJECTED MAINE STATE HIGHWAY INCOME AND
EXPENDITURES FOR OTHER THAN STATE
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STATE SHARE OF STATE IMPROVEMENT COSTS
A primary purpose of this study was to explore the position of the State
for financing its construction program. For this analysis, the federal share of
the program must be removed from the total cost. This calculation is shown in
Table 28 for the state systems. There are no federal funds available for town
way construction.
Comparison of the federal-aid expected to be received for the ABC sys-
tems over the program period with the 17-year needs for these systems as listed
previously reveals the following:
• Available federal-aid for ABC - $290,695,000.
• Improvement needs for ABC - $627,112,0000
This means that federal-aid may be expected to meet 46 per cent of the
needs on these systems. Revenues available for state highway construction,
after providing for operating expenses and Interstate matching, are expected
to amount to $294,703,000 for the 17-year period - or 47 per cent of the
needs on these systems. 31
Table 27
17·yeor 17-yeoo,
Tolol Annual Average
PROJECTED LOCAL Income $395,573,000 S23,269,OOO
GOVERNMENT INCOME
Leos Expenditures
AND EXPENDITURES 336,821,000 19,813,000for Other Thon
FOR HIGHWAYS IN MAINE Local Rood Construction
Fiscol·Yeors 1966-82 Balance Available for
Local Rood Con.truclion $ 58,752,000 S 3,0456,000
In summary, if all the funds available to the State for construction were to
be applied to the Interstate and ABCsystems, the Interstate Systemwould be
completed and 93 per cent of the ABCsystemswould be brought up to the
minimumacceptable level of adequacy over the 17-year program. This would
allow no construction expenditures on the 'state non-federal-aid systems.
Another point is that if the matching ratio on the ABC systems.remains.at
50-50 the State must provide $290,695,000 over the 17-yeor period. ThIS
ldl nly $4 008 000 for the entire period which could be spent forwou eave 0 " ••
100 per cent state-financed projects on the st~te syst.ems: There Js.c.onsld-
erable likelihood that the federal-state matching rctio will be modified to
require less state funds for matching after 1972.
Table 28 shows that the average annual State share of state construction
costs is $41,846,000. Only $18,123,000 will be available for construction
from state revenues,-Ieaving an annual deficit of $23,723,000. Thismeans
that Maine must provide an average of $23,723,000 in additional state rev-
enues over the next 17 years if it is to meet the construction goals set by the
needs appraisal.
The next chapter develops the cost responsibilities for the overall construc-
tion and maintenance program.
Average Average A._
TOlol Annual Toto' Annual Total .....,Syttem Construclion Con.truction Federal Eedercl 510te Stotec~, Colt Share Shore Share ~-Table 28
FEDERAL AND STATE SHARES OF State Highway,
STATE CONSTRUCTION COSTS IN MAINE
FederoJ-oid Inlerslole
Rural , 106,1804,000 SI5,169,000 S 9:5,565,000 S13,652,000 S 10,619,000Urban 27,705,000 3,958,000 24,935,000 $ 1,517,OXlFiscol Yeo~ 1966-82 3,562,CXXl 2,770,000 3%,000
Subtotal , 133,889,000 S 19, 127,000!! SI20,500,000 SI7,214,oooy S 13,389,000 S 1,913,OXlYStole Highway,
Federol-oid Primary
Rural S 290,676,000 SI7,099,OOO $ 144,794,000 s 8,517,000 Sl45,882,OOO S 8,583,0XlUrban 04J,853,000 2,580,000 18,177,000 1,069,000 25,676,000 1,510,000
Sublotol S ,3304,529,000 SI9,679,000 SI62,971,ooo $ 9,586,000SIole Highway, $171,558,000 SlO,093,0Xl
Federol-oid Secondary
Rural S 151,0457,000 S 8,909,000 $ 66,661,000 S 3,921,000 S 84,796,000Urban 25,005,000 1,471,000 S ~,988,00010,365,000 610,000 14,6040,000 861,0Xl
Subtolol , 176,462,000 SIO,380,000 S 77,026,000 S 04,531,000 $ 5,S49,OXlStote-oid, S 99,0436,000
Federal-oid Secondary
Rural , 100,138,000 S 5,890,000 S 44,073,000 S 2,592,CXXlUrban 15,983,000 9040,000 S 56,065,000 S 3,298,lXXl6,625,000 390,000 9,358,000 $50,000
Subtotal s 116,121,000 S 6,830,000 S 50,698,000 S 2,962,000Stele Highway, S 05,423,000 S 3,8048,000
Non-federel-oid
Rurel , 44,529,000 S 2,619,000 S -------- $ ._------. S «,529,000 S 2,619,000Urbon 10,122,000 595,000 -------- -------- 10,122,000 S95,lXXl
Subtotel , 54,651,000 S 3,2104,000 S -------- S --------Slole-oid, S 54,051,000 S 3,2104,000
Non-federal-aid
Rural , 2304,137,000 SI3,773,000Urban 72,781,000 S -------- S -------- S234,137,000 S13,773,0004,281,000 -------- -------- 72,781,000 04,281,000Subtotal , 306,918,000 S18,054,000 S -------- S --------Tolol SJ06,918,OOO SI8,0504,OOO
Rural , 927,121,000 SS04,537,000 S3.51,093,OOOUrban 19:5,449,000 11,497,OCXl 60,102,000 S20, 653,000 $576,028,000 $33,8S4,ooo3,535,000 13.5,347,000 7,962,OXl
fatal SI,122,570,000 566,034,000 $411,195,000 S204,I88,oooState Revenue. Aveileble S711,375,ooo $41,846,000
for State Con,truction
Deficit sace.osa.ooo S18,123,000
- - $403,283 000 S23 723,000
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!I For 7 year period, f"cal years 1966 n.
chapter 5
HIGHWAY COST
RESPONSIBILITY
Now that Moine's highway needs and construction costs have been determined as presented in preceding cbcpters,
the question arises: Who is responsible for these costs?
The problems of equitable taxation for highways hove been studied extensively I and several methods hove been
developed to provide guidelines for establishing tax schedules. Five methods were applied in the 1965 Highway-User
Tax Study to determine an equitable distribution of Moine's highway cost responsibilities among the various highway
beneficiaries.
These methods were:
• Earnings-credit
• Vehicle-miles
• Ton-miles
• Incremental
• Cost-function
BETWEEN HIGHWAY USERS AND NON-USERS
It is obvious that a great many highways provide benefits to properties and businesses adjacent to them. In the
case of many local roads and streets, their predominant service is to properties, businesses and other individual and
community needs. There is not sufficient traffic on many of them to warrant their cost if highway use were the only
consideration. Thus, non-users logically should bear a predominant share of the cost of these facilities.
On other highways, traffic obviously is sufficient to warrant their cost by this factor alone. Nevertheless, there
still are benefits to properties and businesses adjacent to these facilities. It is reasonable to expect, however, that
the highway users should bear a predominant share of the cost of these facilities.
These two logical conclusions form the basis for establishing the division of cost responsibility between highway
users and non-users. 33
Earnings-Credit Method
The earnings-credit method of determining cost responsibil ity is based on
the considerations given above by reaching a compromisebetween two ex-
treme assumptions, namely (1) that the costs of all low-volume local roads are
the responsibility of property owners, and (2) that the costs of all high-volume
primary roads are the responsibility of highway users. The analyses are per-
formed separately for rural and urban facilities.
The 17-year average annual programcosts - excluding federal-aid - are
determined for six classes of highways by dividing rural and urban facilities
into high, medium and low traffic volume classes. Costs per mile and per
vehicle-mile of travel are determined for each class. These data are summa-
rized in Tobie 29.
The first step in the earnings-credit method is commonly known as the
"top-drower" solution. For this solution, highway users are assessed a share
of costs as if they were to pay for the full costs of the high-volume routes at
whatever rate per vehicle-mile of travel on these roads is required, and as if
they were to participate in the costs of the other two volume groups at the
same rate per vehicle-mile. The balance of costs on the two lower groups
which is not assessed to the users becomes the non-user share.
Results of the top-drawer solution are presented in Table 3D-A. This
solution is unfair to highway users since no portion of the costs of high-
volume routes is assessed to non-users.
The next step is known as the "bottom-drawer" solution. For this solu-
tion, non-users are assessed a share of costs as if they were to pay for the full
costs of the low-volume routes at whatever cost per mile of road is required,
and as if they were to participate in the costs of the other two volume groups
at the same cost per mile. The balance of costs on the two higher groups which
is not assessed to the non-users becomes the user share.
Table 30-B lists the bottom-drawer solution. This solution is unfair to
non-users since users are assessed no charge for the low-volume routes.
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The final step in this method is to seek a compromise between the two
extreme solutions. To do this, the average cost per vehicle-mile required of
highway users for the two higher volume groups as a result of the bottom-
drawer solution is determined by (1) dividing the total assigned user cost for
both groups by the total vehicle-miles, and (2) averaging this rate per
vehicle-mile with the rate per vehicle-mile assigned to highway users in the
top-drawer solution. The compromise highway-user share then is redetermined
using the new average rate per vehicle-mile on all systems, and non-users are
assigned the remainder of the costs.
Table 30-C presents the compromise solution. By this solution, highway
users are assigned responsibility for 61.556 per cent of the costs (still exclud-
ing federal-aid) of the total highway program needed in Maine, and non-
users are responsible for the remaining 38.444 per cent.
Comparison of this ratio between user and non-user responsibilities with
results of similar determinations made recently in other states shows the non-
user share to be slightly higher in Maine. A recently completed study in
Oklahoma, for example, indicated that 64 per cent of the program costs were
the user's responsibility and the remaining 36 per cent were the responsibility
of non-users 0
The most important reason for this difference is the relationship of federal-
aid. For this study, a realistic projection of future federal-aid has token into
account a most likely continuance of the amounts of federal funds that pres-
ently are allocated to the Interstate System. These funds, most of which are
derived from user taxes, have been applied to the presently designated federol-
aid systems - relatively high-volume routes. This has the result of substan-
tially reducing the user share of state funds required for these routes and, ac-
cordingly, the total user share determined by the earnings-credit method.
BElWEEN CLASSES OF HIGHWAY USERS
Once the highway-user share of costs has been determined, there remains
the problem of distributing this responsibility to the various classes of users.
Several factors need to be considered in determining the assignment of re-
sponsibility among the users. These include numbers of vehicles travel char-
acteristics, and weight and size relationships. r
To assess these factors and to use them for making proportionate alloca-
tions, it is necessary to develop complete schedules of current and projected
veh!c1e registrations, vehicle-miles, ton-miles and axle-miles of travel by
vehicle types, by gross weight groups, by administrative highway systems and
by traffic classes of rural roads and city streets.
Although the summaries of the solutions as presented in this report show
travel summaries broken down only by system classifications and gross vehicle
weight groups, the assignment of user responsibilities actually was made for
a complete breakdown by vehicle types and average doily traffic groups of
roods and streets. These complete schedu Ies have been turned over to the
State Highway Commission for future use as needed.
Table 31 is illustrative of the final development of travel data.
systems, and non-users are
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540,000
890,000
1,995,510,000
28,210,000
24,450,000
33,090,000
12,590,000
16,210,000
8,150,000
9,560,000
8,690,000
6,600,000
8,760,000
1,440,000
~,~3O,000
2,nO,000
1,830,000
12,310,000
650,000
9,210,000
21,120,000
650,000
,,",000
761,810,000
11,230,000
9,100,000
6,900,000
~,71'O,000
6,120,000
2,9bO,000
3,270,000
2,.caO,000
2,000,000
2,580,000
""',000
"",000
820,000
~90,000
3,370,000
450,000
2,200,000
5,750,000
240,000
120,000
~,770,000
3,560,000
3,670,000
2,2)),000
1,600,000
1,800,000
1,060,000
1,190,000
1,070,000
"",000
1,100,000
160,000
"",000
390,000
220,000
1,860,000
",,000
740,000
1,130,000
m.oco~,OOO
681,990,000
1~, 190,000
12,220,000
8,620,000
5,830,000
7,~10,OOO
e.eo.coc
5,790,000
6,110,000
3,960,000
6,270,000
1,130,000
~,270,000
1,790,000
1,430,000
7,900,000
520,000
9,~3O,000
17,630,000
2~0,000
130,000
0- """
6001 - 9000
9001 _ 11000
11001 - 14000
14001 - lbOOO
16001 _ 18000
18001 - 20000
20001 - 23000
23OO1·2b(X)(J
26001 - 29000
2900 1 - 32000
3200 I - 35000
35001 _ 38000
3800 1 - ~ZOOO
~2oo 1 - 4bOOO
4600 \ - 50000
5000 I - 55000
5500 I - 60000
60001 - 65000
65001 _ 70550
70551 - 73280
Ru,gl Rc>ad.
H1gh Vah .....
1,920,363,000 s 29,019,000 $29,019,000
Z 1,8n,2bO,OOO 21J,919,000 28,292,0CKI
o~I- _:~"'=.::'~'~"~,OOO~--:_:"=':':="~,OOO~--:=',~.:"~,OOO=--__c~'~,"'::::,=000
S; 4,018,558,0tXl s n,I.54,OOO 'S60,725,000 $11,429,000
§•
15.1110$0.0151110
0.0159600
1,920,Jll3,OOO
l,sn,26O,OOO
225,H5,000
$12,919.00
~,212.00
1,.15.19
$ 29,019,000
2'9,919,000
13,216,000
2,246.31
7, IOJ. 12
$\6,188,000
4,~,lXXl
$ 45,207,000
304,383,000
13,2\6,000
'user responsibilities with
·her states shows the non-
tly completed study in
. of the program costs were
~ntwere the responsibility
768,533,000
~,503,OOO
2",668,000
0.""""",,9,:i3lI.6b
4,OI8,SSll,OOO18,blIll.09$ il,I5-4,ooo$20,652,0lXlS 92,806,000$1,577,70<1,000Subtglgl
$16,596,000
836,000
2,()oI2,OOO
S 16,5~,OOO
8,1+4,000
18,2«,000
U..... n Streets
High Vg)u",,"
9.9535 1,667,359,000$0.00995351,1>67,359,000
83,967,((1()
205,116,000
$30,298,00s..t7.76$ 16,596,000
B,7~,OOO
18,2«,000
S 3,<490,000S 20,066,0003-41,462,000
1~9,"20,OOO
310, l~,OOO
7,908,000
16,202,000
83,967,000
2ll'i,116,000
O.iQ04l36062,.oIOB.00
12,739.00
1.c<l.11",0008,71'0,000
18,244,000the relotionship 01 lederal-
federal-aid has token into
f federal lunds thot pres-
fends, most of wh ich are
xesently designated federal-
has the result of subston-
d for these routes and I ac-
aminqs-credit method.
0,08889001,<432.12
$2<4.110,000$19,47<4,000
1,956,«2,0002,119.99$ <47,120,000801,038,000s..blglgl
535,539,000SIlO,I99,ooo$115,738,0005,975,000,0005,975,0CI0,ooo.20,800.00$115,738,000$24,188,000$139,926,000Tglal
MAINE HIGHWAY·USER COST RESPONSIBILITY
BY VEHICLE-MILES METHOD
(.xclud •• feo:le,gl fund.)
Table 3O-C
MAINE HIGHWAY.USER AND NON...IJSER COST RESPONSllllL1TY
BY EARNINGS-CREDIT METHOD
(exclude. led""" fund.)
labl,30-8
;MIN£ HIGHWAY--USER AND NON-USER COST RESPONSIBILITY
ev EARNINGS..cREOIT METHOD
(."clude, fede",,1 fund>}
T~"
Wgy Co.1
Respon.ibility
~yUSERS Stal"
Sy.te",. Cosl
Respon.ibility
G,_
Vehicle
W"ight G,lSUp
Total Co.t
Re.po,n1billly
Tcwn Way
Vehicle·mile.
State System.
Vehicl,,~mile.
Cost p",
V"icle·mUe
(mill,)
Ngn-U .....
5hc,e
S64,461,000
1,073,000 I
933,000
796,000
477,000
605,000
29",000
335,000 ,
261,000
211,000
262,000
50,000
130,000
81,000
54,000
347,000
21,000
274,000
559,000
13,000
;,000
1 determined, there remains
! various c lasses of users e
19 the assignment of re-
rs of vehicles, travel char-
HigfrwayoU.",
Shgre
1974 AverQge An"",,1
Ve!>icl".mH", Progn:.m C",I
SI0,843,000
280,000
245,000
140,000
127,000
138,000
65,000
72,000
"1,000",00029,000
12,000
19,000;,000
6,000
35,0002,000
41,000
69,000
Higl>...oy-U_ C<lOt
Per Vehicle..",il"
(mill,)
330,330, coo
8,540,000
7,450, oco
4,260,000
3,860,000
4, 21O,txXl
1,990,000
2,180,000
1,240,000
900,000
870,txXl
380,000
590,000
220,000
190,000
1,090,000
60,000
1,250,000
2,090,000
S53,618,000
793,000
688,000
656,000
350,000"',000
229,000
263,000
220,000
181,000
233,000",000
111,000
74,000",000
312,000
19,000
233,000
490,000
13,000;,000
5,088,530,000
75,260,000
65,260,000
62,260,000
33,230,000
44,320,000
21,760,000
24,980,000
20,860,000
17,130,000
22,140,000
3,590,000
10,"90,000
7,000,000
4,580,000
29,650,000
1,770,000
22,lJO,txXl
46,540,000
1,200,000
620,000
0- 6000
eooi - 900D
9001 _ 11000
11001 • 14000
1-4001 • 16000
lbOO1 • 18000
18001 • 20000
20001 ~ 23000
2300 I • 26000
26001 - 29000
29001 • 32000
3200 1 • 35000
35001 • 38000
3800\ ... 2000
42001 - 46000
46001 • 50000
50001 • 55000
55001 • 60000
6OClO 1 ~ 65000
65001 • 70550
70551 - 73280
""Vehicle·",ilnCOlt Per
Mil. Mit ..
S 3,587,000
5,125,000
10,224,000
$25,432,000S 29,019,0001,1J2O,3lI3,000
R",~Ikoads
High Val.....e
1,920,383,000
1,872,260,000
225,91.5,000
, 3,179,000
10,052,000
13,216,000
$ 29,019,000
29,1J19,000
13,216,000
2,"6.31
7,103.12
1J,338 ,66
z
o 24,194,000
2,992,000
29,919,000z
a 1,872,260,000
225,915,000
11J,B61,OOO
t3,2J6,000
"o1,~15.19 $18,936,000$53,218,000$ 72,154,000ing proportionate alloca-
s of current and projected
j axle-miles of travel by
rctlve highway systems and
4,018,558,00024"11,37404,018,558,000$45,701,000$26,«7,000Subtotal 18,686.09 $ 72,154,000~f-------l--------------------------
o Utbe.., Streets
High Vol"",.
.s
~
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u I----==-~==----.::.....:.....-----,--~-=.:..,.,
$ 1,234,000$15,362,000, 16,596,0001,667,359,000
83,967,000
205,116,000
1,956,442,000
1,667,359,000
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S 9,618,000, 6,978,00016,5%.000
:f: ""-eli"'" Vah.on. 1.w.11 8,7«,000 1,785,000
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5ool7,76 7,1J70,OOO
16,354,000
$ ~.-- 8,7«,000
18,244,000
6,959.000
1,890,000
$25,558,000s 43,584,0009.2133
sented in this report show
fications and gross vehicle
les actually was made for
Ie daily traffic groups of
been turned over to the
I.
$44,494,000
36.4«%
$71.244,000
61.556%
$115,738,0005,975,000,000 $59,043,000
5,975,000,000$il2,2lW,OOO5115,738,00020,lIO!I.0Il,~,
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Table 35
Tabl.33 MAINE HIGHWAY-USER COST RESPONSIBILITY
MAINE HIGHWAY~USER COST RESPONSIBILITY
BY COST _FUNCTION METHOD
BY TONMMILES METHOD {udude. federal lund.}
(."c1u_ federal fundo)
Can.'ru.ction Cmh Stale Mainlencmee Co.h
G~ StCl'!o Siale T_o
Grn. Weigh.- U.- Weighl- U.e- Other U .. -
Vehicle Sy.lem. Syol"""o C.. I Town Way Way C",t Tatal C",I
Vel1ide Slondby Relaled Ca.1 Reloled Cool Relaled C,,,I Relaled Co.1 Reloled Co.t Total Cool
Weililhl Group Ton-mil .. Rapon.ibility Ton-mile. R"'fIOI'l.ibil,ty Re'P"Nibility
Weighl Group Credil Reopon.ibility Reopon.ibi'ity Reopo",ibility Re'F'Qn.ibility Re.pon.ibility Reopon,ibility
0- 6000 6,360,690,000 $29, S86, 000 \ .- (_) $8,032,000 $ 8,874,000 $26,795,000 $2,714,000 $ 9,235,000 $15,403,000 $54,9ll9,000412,910,000 $ 6,208,000 $35,794,000 6001 _ 9000 (-) i"I,OOO 412,000 414,000 120,000 137,000 319,000 1,261,0006001 - 9000 282,230,000 1,313,000 32,030,000 >182,000 1,795,000 9001 - il000 (-) l1S,OOO "76,000 300,1100 139,000 118,000 277,000 1,252,000
9001 - 11006 326,300,000 1,518,000 37,250,000 560,1100 2,078,000 /1001 - 14000 (-) 81,000 5>15,000 329,000 166,000 113,000 19",000 1,266,000
11001 ~ 14000 389,210,000 1,811,000 26,630,000 "",0011 2,211,000 1<1001 - 16000 (-, ,",1100 "',1100 183,000 106,000 ",1100 143,000 809,000
14001 - 16000 249,250,000 1,159,000 28,970,000 ,"",0011 1,595,000 16001 - 18000 (-) 67,000
540,000 240,000 161,000 80,000 167,000 \,121,000
16001 ~ 18000 'J76,750,000 1,753,000 35,790,000 538,000 2,291,000
18001 - 20000 (-) ",0011 296,000 117,000 SS,OOO 39,000 80,000 590,000
18001 - 20000 206,740,000 962,000 18,910,000 284,0011 1,246,000 0001 - 23000
(-) n,ooo 382,000 134,000 114,000 ",0011 89,000 732,000
20001 - 23000 268,440,000 1,249,000 23,430,000 352,000 1,601,000 ~3OO1 - 26000 H 29,000 355,000
109,000 109,000 ",0011 61,000 6013,000
23001 ~ 26000 255,560,000 1,189,000 15,200,000 229,000 1,418,000
6001 - 29000 (-, 22,000 325,000 89,000 100,000 31,000 ",0011 569,000
2600 1 _ 29000 235,5"0,000 1,096,000 12,380,000 186,000 1,282,000
i2900 1 - 32000 (-) 33,000 ,",,000 114,000 \«,000 <0,000 53,000 »e.coo
2900 1 - 32000 337,660,000 1,571,000 13,270,000 200,0011 l,n1,000
fPOOl - 35000 (-) ',0011 S7,000 20,000 26,000 ',1100 14,000 149,000
3200 1 M 35000 60,160,000 280,0011 6,360,000 %,0011 376,000
p.sOOl - 38000 (-) 6,0011 265,000 55,000 82,000 19,000 ,",1100 ,",,1100
3500 1 - 38000 191,450,000 891,000 10,no,OOO 162,000 1,053,000
i38001 - 42000 (-) 11,000 169,000 >1,1100 ",0011 13,000 15,000 302,000
3800 1 - 42000 140,000,000 651,000 4,400,000 66,0011 717,000
~200 I - 46000 (-) ',000 137,000 24,000 43,000 ',0011 11,000 21a,000
42001 - 46003 100,760,000 469,000 4,180,000 33,000 532,000
~I -50000 H "',0011 967,000 152,000 303,000 ",0011 69,000 1,511,000
46001 M SOCXXl 711,600,000 3,310,000 26,160,000 393,000 3,703,1XXl
6000 I - 55000 (-) ',0011 63,000 ',000 20,000 ',1100 ',000 ",1100
5500 \ - 60000 (-) 10,000 881,000 116,000 271,000 <0,0011 62,000 1,360,000
50001 - 55000 46,470,000 216,000 1,570,000 24,000 240,000 6000 I - 65000 (-) 22,000 1,991,000 240,000 620,000 as.occ 118,000 3,031,000
55001 • 60000 636,250,000 2,960,000 35,940,000 ,,",,0011 3,500,000 \65001 - 70550 (-) ',000 53,000 6,000 17,000 ',0011 ',0011 78,000
60001 ~ 651XXl 1 ,"54,390,000 6,766,000 65,310,000 982,000 7,748,000 p0551 - 73280 H 1,1100 29,000 ',000 10,000 1,0011 1,0011 43,000
65001 - 70550 40,670,000 189,000 189,000
70551 M73280 22,310,000 104,000 104,000 Total (-) $8,731,000 517,692,000 $29,545,000 $.5,413,000 SlO,167,000
$17,158,000 $71,2«,000
,,.,1 12,692,430,000 $59,043,000 611,460,000 $12,201,000 $71,244,000
Tablo 36
COMPARISON OF I\.'.A.INE HIGHWAY-USER COST RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE RECOMMf:NOED PIlOGRAM
BY METHOO OF ALLOCATION WITH CONTRIBUTION BY 1964 TAX LAWS
Tobie 37
17-YEAR AVERAGE ANNUAL MAINE HIGHWAY-USER CONTRIBUTIONS
PER VEHICLE BASED ON 1964 TAX LAWS
G,=
Vehicle
Weight Group
A~e.oge
Annuol
Regi",otion.
Molor Fuel
To~e. ond
Licen,e,.!!
Malor Vehicle
Fee' ond
Li~en' .. Y
Tolol
Contribulion
,- 6000
6001 - 9000
9001 - 11000
11001 _ 14000
1<1001 - 16000
16001 - laOOO
\800 I - 20000
20001 - 23000
23001 - 26000
2600 I - 29000
29001 _ 32000
3200 1 - 35000
35001 - 38000
38001 _ 42000
4200 I - 46000
4600 1 _ 50000
5000 I - 55000
5500 I - 60000
6000 I - 65000
6500 1 - 70550
70551 _ 732aO
480,203
a,412
7,079
',""2,896
3,991
l,al7
I,S96
1,751
1,287
1,959
m",
"1
'"2,020
",,,
1,329
'"ea
'"""10'
101
10'
111
1"
'"'"1"
151
za
""M
m
'"'"'"ea
1"
,"
""M
"'1'"13>
161
'"'"'"",m
""6
<01
'"'"''",..
'"
Tobl. J.4
(e~c1udMfederal fund.)
MAINE HIGtfWAY-USER COST RESPQNSI&lltrY Geoo'
Con Reopon.ibility ~r Reg;,le,ed Vel1icle
Conttibulion
8Y INCREMEN'''L METHOD Vel1ide Vehicle...",ile. lon_mile. Inc,emenlol Co.t-FunClion T~~ ~:y
( .. 010.0:1.. 1401 ... 1 lu .... )
Wei~hl Group Nootthod Melhod Method Mo''''
s••,. Sr"''''
0- 6000 $I'" " 1" 115 "1,,101 T_, T~' 6001 - 9000 '" na '" 150 "_ .• G'od ..... S"U<""" Om. l"tol Ca"'''ucti"" Non_C.n",,><:_ Store W., HiRhwoy-lJoer 9001 - 11000 '" '" 1" In 111>uri"". CO" O,,,,n C"" c~ c_, c., 'ion Coo. CO" Coo Sta,. 1100\ - 14000 1" '" 190 '" 1"
0-_ S 1,133,000 $\2,19),000 ~,4'S,OOO $.l,IOU,OOO ~7,275,000 121,3$,000 Wl,633,000 I\O,843,DOO 159,416,000
14001 - 16000 1M 551 1" '" ta~,- sccc 114,000 160,000 U,~ 73,000 0103,000 316,000 719,000 "",M m,M 16001 - 18000 151 5" '''' '" '"
'lW1 _ 11000 271,000 \5.6,000 31,000 63,000 521,000 274,000 795,000 245,000 1,040,000
\8001 - 20000 1" '" "6 ", '"
11001 _ lolOCiO 259,000 149,000 ss.ccc sc.ccc 524,000 261,000 785,000 1010,000 '7.15,000 20001 _ 23000 In ... '" "6 '"14001 ~ 16000 ce.occ BO,OOO 31,000 ",~ 281,000 139,000 420,000 127,000 "1,000 2300\ - 26000 1" '" "1 >I' aao16001 _ 19000 318,000 106,000 ~,~ ~3,000 .507,000 196,000 693,000 1311,000 83\,003 26001 - 29000 1" '" 361 '" '"llIOOl-2{)XJ:) 1~3,OOO 52,000 ac.ccc 21,000 236,000 91,000 327,000 .,M asa.ooo
20001 _ 2:lOOO 2n,000 ec.oco <3,000 24,000 379,000 IOS,OOO 4e4,000 n,M 5S6,OlX! 29001 - 32000 1'" "" '" '"
~,
2300 I _ 26000 23\1,000 so.ceo 19,000 20,000 cae.cce ee.cec 416,000 41,000 457,000 32001 - 35000 '" 1,266 ~1 502
~1
2600 I _ 29000 124,000 IOS,ooo 16,000 17,000 ac.ccc n,~ ~3<I,000 _,M ~,M 35001 - 38000 "" 2,808 I,On
1,887 '"2'IW1 _ 32000 295,000 136,000 87,000 2\,000 53~,000 93,000 632,000 29,000 66',000 3800 I _42000 '" 1,119 '" '" m32OO\.35IXlO M,~ 22,000 15,000 a.ceo ,1).1,000 15,000 ll9,OOO 12,000 131,000 4200 1 - 46000 '" \,652 sza on '"35001 - 3IlOOO 2lS,000 M,~ .,~ '0,000 3<11,000 M,~ "",~ '9,000 ~,M '" '" ,,,3IlOO\ _ 42000 '29,000 ~3,OOO 27,000 T,~ 206,000 29,000 235,000 ',~ 2~2,0Dj 46001 - 50000 m 1,833
.200I-~ ~3,OOO ',~ 18,000 "~ I~3,OOO 19,000 16<,000 ., 168,000 50001 - 55000 '" 2,609 m 1,054 '"~\ _soooo 601,000 182,000 116,000 29,000 m,~ '2~,ooo I,OS2,000 U,~ 1,0118,000 5500 I - 60000 '" 5,993 1,510 2,329 n,SOOO I _ SSOOO .,~ 11,000 ',~ "~ 62,000 T.~ 69,000 ',M 71,000 6000 \ - 65000 m 5,a3O 1,383 2,28\ 1,084
~1-60000 ~,~ 136,000 107,000 21,000 74e,000 ".~ 841,000 41,000 881,000 '" '" '"6000 I ~ 6SOOO \,020,000 "",~ 124,000 ~,~ 1,574,000 196,000 1,770,000 65001 - 70550 10> 1,524
66001-~ U,~ I,~ T,~ ',~ ~2,OOO ,.~ .7,000 _,M I,8.Je,OOO 70551 732ao 111 1,651 '" "" '"
70551 - 732eO 16,000 ',~ ',~ "~ ",~ ',~ ",~ 47,000",M All Vehicle. SI36 5 '" 1>1 5 1>1 90
lotol 112,103,000 II~,OoIe,OOO 13,3<1\,000 1.5,433,000 136,5lS,ooo ~3,518,000 159,1).13,000
36 y
Conlribulion< by 1964 to~ I""". repre,en' ° highwoy-u,er overage annuol deficit of $24,337,000, which rooy be e~en
higher o. ° ,e'wlt of the lrozen-rood and o!>orl-Ierm permil low ••
Y Moine vehicle> oro crediled with fuel 'oxe. poid by ou'-ol-.lole vel1'cle. in the .ame weight group.
Y Bo.ed on lhe p'e,enl .chedule 01 regi.trotion fee.; do not eO~lide, the po"ib,lity of reduced fee. a' 0 ,e ....n
01 Ihe Irozen-rocxl ond o!>ort-term permil low ••
Table 38
INDEX VALUE COMPARISON Of MAINE HIGHWAY-USER
COST RESPONSIBILITY BY METHOD OF ALLOCATION
(e~c1ude. lederal fund.)
G,w
Vehicle Vehicle-mile. Ton-mile, Inere_nlol Cost-Functlon
Weight Group Methcxl ""'''' Melhod Melhcxl
0- 6000 ,W ," ." ."
600' - scoo ." 1.57 ,", 1.10
9001 - 1\000 ." 2.16 1.00 I."1 \001 _ 14000 1,21 3.3> 1,<0 1.91
\-4001 - 16000 1,21 ',,", 1.39 ',0>
16001 ~ 18000 1.11 4.22 1,53 2.10
laool - 20000 1,19 5,," 1.59 2.39
2000 1 - 23000 1," 6,21 2.15 ,."
23001 - 26000 1,10 ,.% 1," 2.70
26001 - 29000 1,2\ z.aa '.M 3.25
29001 - 32000 ." 6,M ',," a.sa
3200 1 - 35000 \,24 9,31 3.24 3,69
3500 I - 38000 2,55 »,M ,.n 13,87
3800 1 - 42000 ." 8,23 2.78 3."
4200 1 - 46000 1,24 12,15 3.84 ',"4600 1 - 50000 1,26 13,48 ,,% 5.50
50001 _ 55000 I." \9.18 5," 7,75
55001 - 60000 3.45 44.07 11,10 17,12
6000 \ - 65000 3.10 42,87 10.17 16,77
65001 - 70550 .n 11,21 2.79 4,62
7055 1 - 73280 ." 12,14 ',n '.02
All Vehicle, 1,00 1.00 1,00 1.00
""111
1"
ra
zro
'"'""0
'"'"~1
605
m
'",,,
'"'"1,084
'"'"
Contribulion
by 1964
Tox L""".
.ea,"
1.23
1."
',W
2.33
2,73
3.17
a.se
4,17
',"',90
e.za
5,26
6,42
6,"
8.21
\0.31
12.1)4
8.24
8,82
1,00
Figure 2-4
COMPARISON Of MAINE HIGHWAY-USER COST RESPONSIBILITY
fOR THE RECOMMENDED PROGRAM BY METHOD Of ALLOCATION WITH
CONTRIBUTION BY 1964 TAX LAWS FOR SELECTED WEIGHT GROUPS
DOlLARS
per VEHICLE
',000
',000
4,000
,
Ton-mile
,I,.,
l,. , Cost-function,." 00"tI' 0 Incrementol
""
0
/.' 0 196-4 Ta>< law.
•,I' •• /
•• ~
l ~..-'. .... Vehicle .... i1e
l .~........ ~l..... -
/ o·~ .... ,/",. ..
./:-"'Z, l't-. __ •__ -'~77 '-, ....""....""...
3,000
2,000
1,000
900
BOO
700
600
'"
300
200
100
90
80
70
60
so
JO
20
10
0-6,000 16,001-18,000 29,001-32,000 <46,001-50,000 60,001-65,000
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT GROUP
1/ Contributions from 1964 tax lC1'f11srepresent a highwoy ......_ over. ann"",1 d.ficit of $24, 337,000, which moy be
- .ven higher ... a r..... lt of the fro:zen-roocl and short-term f*"mil law ••
Vehicle-mile, Method
The amount of highway use is recognized as a principal measure of the
benefits received by highway users. There are problems, however, in devel-
oping an equitable measure of use. Several factors need to be considered in
addition to travel alone - factors such as the size of vehicles and their gross
weights, both of which are measures of the amount of goods or people trans-
ported,
For this reason, the vehicle-miles method of allocation is not recognized
as being adequate by itself to establish a final cost responsibility between
vehicle types. It is presented here to provide a basis of comparison with other
methods which take into account additional use factors •
The vehicle-miles allocation is the essence of simplicity since it involves
only (1) the determination of annual vehicle-miles of travel on each class of
road and street by each type and gross weight of vehicle, and (2) the distri-
bution of the user share of program costs, as determined by the earnings-
credit method, among the vehicle types and weight classes in direct propor-
tion to the vehicle-miles.
Table 32 summarizes the allocation of cost responsibility by the vehicle-
miles method.
Ton-mile, Method
The gross ton-miles method of allocating cost responsibil ity is almost as
easy to apply as the vehicle-miles method, except for the problem of estimat-
ing the actual average gross operating weights of the different types and
classes of vehicles on the highways. The loadometer studies which have been
conducted by the State Highway Commission for a number of years were es-
sential to this determination.
Ton-miles are not considered to be a good measure of costs occasioned on
the highways by different sizes and weights of vehicles since there has been
ample research to show that these costs are not in direct proportion to ton-
miles.
k in the case of the vehicle-miles allocation, the ton-miles allocation
is an attempt to distribute costs on the basis of the theory of benefits re-
ceived from use of the highways. As a measure of benefits, the ton-miles
allocation also has been questioned by researchers who claim benefits derived
from highway use are not altogether related to the weight of merchandise
carried. It is contended that even in the case of freight vehicles the value of
transporting goods is not necessarily related to weight. 37
Although ton-miles thus may be ruled out as giving a direct measure of
cost responsibility for different vehicles under either cost-occasioned or
benefits theory, this type of allocation usually is included to give a relation-
ship between cost and weight of vehicles using the highways.
The allocation of cost responsibility by the ton-miles method is shown in
Table 33.
Incremental Method
The difficulty in obtaining a good measure of relative benefits received
from highway travel by different vehicle types has caused researchers to em-
phasize another theory of cost responsibility which allows more objective de-
termination. This is the cost-occasioned theory briefly mentioned previously.
It is reasoned that if the cost of providing the kind of highways required
for different sizes and weights of vehicles can be determined, this would be a
fair and equitable method for allocating responsibility. There are problems
with this theory, however, since highways universally are built for a mixture
of vehicles and it is not easy to determine the actual costs occasioned by each
type. Twomethods of reaching a solution commonlyare employed, with some
difference in results.
One of these is known as the incremental method. This method approaches
the allocation of responsibility on the basis of costs occasioned by various
sizes and weights of vehicles by dividing the highway into increments of
structure. The first increment is one required by all vehicles, and is what
might be considered a basic road. The next increment is one which has to be
built for a larger size or heavier class of vehicle. Still other increments are
added for progressively larger and heavier vehicles.
In the determination of the basic increment, all vehicles on the highway
are considered as if they were of the lowest size and weight class. This in-
crement is distributed accordingly to all vehicles on the basis of relative use:
axle-miles for surfaces and vehicle-miles for other roadway elements.
For the next higher increment, all larger and heavier vehicles are con-
sidered as if they were of the next highest size and weight class. This in-
crement of cost is distributed accordingly, again by the relative-use meas-
ures of axle-miles and vehicle-miles.
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Additional increments of structure are determined and these costs dis-
tributed in the same manner until the increment for the heaviest vehicles is
reached, and this increment is distributed exclusively to these vehicles.
The above description - in order properly to describe the incremental
concept - is more a description of the results achieved than of the detailed
techniques employed. In actual methodology, it is necessary to give separate
consideration to different basic parts of a highway - such as roadbed and
structures - and to other costs that are not related to vehicle size and weight.
Cost breakdowns used in this solution consisted of (1) base and surface
improvement, (2) grade and drain improvement, (3) structure improvement,
(4) other improvement, and (5) non-construction costs. The costs of town
ways, where size and weight usually are not considered factors for construc-
tion, were treated separately.
The final allocation of costs by the incremental method is presented in
Table 34.
Baseand Surface Costs -
The design of base and surface structural characteristics of highways has
been one of the most thoroughly researched fields in the industry. In 1960,
the Highway Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences -National
ResearchCouncil completed for the American Association of State Highway
Officials the most extensive tests on the behavior of surfaces yet conducted.
The significance of this research in the area of incremental cost 01 location
lies in the ability to relate the design requirements of surfaces constructed for
different classes of highways to the repetitions of axle loads found in mixed
traffic.
Equations developed in conjunction with the AASHO road test findings
can be applied directly to distribute surface requirements to the axles which
occasion them. Factors that need to be known are (1) the surface require-
ments by class of highway as determined from the needs appraisal, (2) the ex-
pected future. traffic by types and weights of vehicles for the classes of high-
way considered - from which axle-load repetitions can be determined, and
(3) special values of equation constants applicable to Maine's particular soils
and grovels.
In application of the AASHO equations, lighter axle loads are progres-
sively substituted for equivalent heavier ones found in the traffic stream so
that the amounts of surface structure are not dependent on amounts of traffic-
these remain the same - but are dependent entirely on the weights of the
axles. Once the total depths of the required surfaces are determined for each
axle load, the increments easily are obtained by subtraction. The costs of
these increments are assigned to the vehicles which require them.
For example, if an axle-weight group of 6,001 to 10,000 pounds requires
an additional depth of surface of three inches over that which is required by
an axle-weight group of 0 to 6,000 pounds, then the 6,001 to 10,000 group
is assigned the cost of the three-inch increment. This group also must partici-
pate with the 0 to 6,000 group in the cost of the first increment, which is
required by both groups.
Special considerations applied in the determination of surface increments
in Maine were as follows:
• Increments were determined separately for rural and urban design
classes of highway - taking into consideration the particular traffic
estimated to occur on each of these classes.
• Increments were establ ished for the four axle-weight groups of 0 to
6,000 pounds, 6,001 to 10,000 pounds, 10,001 to 14,000 pounds
and over 14,000 pounds. Equivalence was developed between tandem
and single axle loads in accordance with the AASHO equations.
• Highway design practices with respect to severe frost conditions were
taken into consideration. An AASHO structural number was deter-
mined for the specific depth and type of surface structure specified by
Maine's designers as a minimum requirement for the severe frost con-
ditions in the State. Material constants appropriate to Maine's grav-
els were used. In terms of equivalent number of applications of the
axle loads found in mixed traffic, the structural number of the design
for frost conditions indicated that any road now being built by the
State Highway Commission will carry repetitions of a 6,000-pound
axle. For this reason, additional increments of surface were devel-
oped only for more than 6,OOO-pound axles.
• Axle-load equivalents were developed in terms of 6,OOO-pound loads.
• The more complex equations were used because Wlainedesigners spec-
ifya terminal serviceability index of 2.
• Actual loads imposed on the highways as determined from the loado-
meter studies were used to develop the increments.
Once the incremental costs were developed for the axle-load groups, they
were distributed among the various veh ides in accordance with the relative
axle-miles traveled by each type and gross vehicle weight group.
Grade and Drain Costs -
The costs of grading and drainage occasioned by vehicles are not closely
related to vehicle weight. However, the amount and costs of grading and
drainage are related to the width of the constructed highway, and the question
arises: Do certain classes of highway users require additional widths of pave-
ment and shoulders because of their size?
An analysis of vehicle widths shows that vehicles range in size from six
feet for the mediumweight passenger car to a legal maximumof eight feet for
heavy trucks and combinations. Most trucks weighing 26,000 pounds or more
are eight feet wide.
The trend of highway design has been toward provision of added width re-
gardless of the number of wider vehicles using particular facilities. There are
great safety values associated with provision of added highway width, partic-
ularly with regard to pavements, regardless of the width of vehicles. For this
reason, no increment of pavement width was assigned to wider vehicles.
A more pronounced distinction has been made for shoulder widths, since
they must provide sufficient width to remove a stalled or parked vehicle com-
pletely from the traffic stream. It was determined that a two-foot increment
of shoulder width should be assigned to wider vehicles on.high-volume rural
roads constructed with shoulders ten feet wide. No increment of shoulder
width was assigned to wider vehicles on medium and low-volume rural routes,
since the width of shoulder initially constructed for these highways is only
eight feet or less. Further, no increment of width was assigned for urban
streets.
The increment of cost for grading and drainage required for the wider
shoulders was assigned to the vehicles requiring this increment on the basis of
the relative number of vehicle-miles traveled by them.
Structure Costs -
Highway structures are designed with strength characteristics related to
the loads they are required to carry. However, to interject certain safety
factors where there are possible combinations of loadings, the approved bases
of highway structure designs are standard loadings not altogether related to a
load applied by any single vehicle. The relationship between theoretical and
actual structure loadings is close enough to develop reasonable increments of
structure required by vehicles of different types and weights.
For purposes of this study, the Consultant and State Highway Commission
staff personnel prepared estimates of structure costs for structures with H-10,
H-15 H-20 and H-20 5-16 theoretical loadings. The equivalent grossweight
group'swhich these structures are designed to support are (1) single-unit ve-
hicles with gross weights of 20,000 pounds, 30,000 pounds, 40,000 pounds 39
and over 40,000 pounds; and (2) combinations with gross weights of 27,000
pounds, 40,000 pounds, 54,000 pounds and over 54,000 pounds, respectively.
The increments of cost were developed by subtracting the cost of these
structures one from the other. These increments then were distributed progres-
sively to the vehicles requiring them in the usual manner. For example, the
heaviest combinations were assessed the cost of the increment allowing struc-
tures to support vehicles over 54,000 pounds, all combinations and single-unit
vehicles over 40,000 pounds shared the cost of the increment allowing struc-
tures to support over 40,000 pounds, and so on. Costs were distributed in
accordance with a measure of the use of the increment; in this case, vehicle-
miles.
Other Improvement Costs -
A significant amount of improvement costs are occasioned by all classes
and weights of vehicles alike. Among these are right-of-way acquisition costs,
engineering and other similar costs of construction. These costs were assigned
to the various vehicles on the basis of the relative vehicle-miles traveled.
Non-construction Costs -
Maintenance and administration costs likewise were assigned to all vehi-
cles on the basis of relative vehicle-miles. Although there may be some just-
ification for incremental assignment of a portion of maintenance expenditures,
especially those related to surface maintenance, the maintenance records of
the Commission did not provide a breakdown of data appropriate for any incre-
mental determination. Aside from this, the amount of these costs that might be
involved in an incremental distribution would not be such as to greatly influ-
ence the results.
Town Way Costs -
The low-volume characteristics of town ways - with their correspondingly
low percentage of travel by larger vehicles - warrant the allocation of their
costs without regard for incremental analysis. Town way cost responsibilities
for the various highway users were assessed on the basis of the relative number
of vehicle-miles trovel ed ,
Cost-Function Method
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The cost-function approach is another method of allocating the user share
of highway costs between motor vehicles of different sizes and weights in ac-
cordance with the cost-occasioned theory.
In this case, the cost elements of construction projects and maintenance
operations - as well as the administrative costs that go with them - are clas-
sified in accordance with the purpose they are judged logically to serve.
Thus, there are elements of construction that are judged to provide strength to
the highway structure for the purpose of supporting weight, and there are ele-
ments of maintenance operations associated with this. The costs of these ele-
ments are called weight-related costs.
Other cost elements of construction are judged as providing a "stcndby"
or "recdlness-to-serve" facility; only the most basic rood would be required if
there was a minimum of use by highway vehicles. The costs of the construction
and maintenance elements that provide the difference between a basic road
and the kind of highways that actually are built are called use-related costs
unless they already are identified as weight-related costs.
The costs of the elements that go with the standby facility - the basic
means of providing a route for travel in corridors between points and for access
to property - are called standby costs. All societies have recognized the
need to provide basic routes to travel, and as such the costs of this provision
are not logically related to the degree of use or weight of the vehicles.
It also has been observed earlier in this chapter that the costs of the roads
needed for access to rural property could not be justified by the amount of use
of these roads.
In separating the elements of construction and maintenance and assigning
them to one of the three purposes noted, researchers have been able to be de-
finitive only about weight-related elements. These are the elements that go
into the surface and bose courses of highways and into highway structures.
Otherwise, it has been difficult to make a distinction between use-related
and standby elements, although some individual elements do associate readily.
For the Maine solution, the actual costs of standby facilities were calcu-
lated by determining the average construction cost of a typical land-service
road and considering that this cost would equal the standby portion of the cost
of every facility constructed to higher standards. Weight-related elements of
this standby cost were identified. These were subtracted from total identified
weight-related costs. The sum of the remaining weight-related costs plus the
standby costs when subtracted from total improvement costs gave the costs re-
lated to use. The standby costs, calculated and used in this manner include
the costs of bridge structures built to "country reed" standards. '
Weight-related costs were identified as those related to rood surfaces and
~II of the remaining :osts of bridge st:uctures not related to the standby facil-
ity , Although there IS reason to consider that some of the remaining costs of
structures should be use-related, it is almost impossible to distinguish these
costs. It must be understood that the cost-function approach does not pretend
the degree of refinement in associating costs that is inherent in the incremen-
tal solution.
A unique' feature of the Maine cost-function analysis was the handling of
the standby costs once they were determined. For consistency with the
earnings-credit solution which determined the user and non-user shares of
highway construction costs, it was reasoned that the non-user share basically
should encompass the standby costs. That is, logically the non-user should
pay for the standby facility and possibly some of the additional costs of higher-
type roads. Accordingly, when the non-user costs exceeded the standby costs,
the difference was applied as a credit to vehicles against use-related and
weight-related costs.
There was a significant technical problem in removing federal-aid from
the three breakdowns of cost so that it would be subtracted in proportion to the
extent of these costs. This was handled by determining the proportions of
weight-related and standby costs to total costs and subtracting the same pro-
portion of federal-aid from each. The state share of use-related costs then
was determined by subtracting the resulting state shares of weight-related and
standby costs from the total state share of costs.
Once the remaining weight-related and use-related costs were determined
after credits, these were distributed among vehicles in accordance with the
usual cost-function method: weight-related costs in proportion to ton-miles of
travel, use-related costs in proportion to vehicle-miles of travel, and standby
costs or non-user paid credits on the basis of the number of registered vehicles.
Results of the cost-function solution are shown in Table 35.
Summary
Table 36 contains a summary of highway-user cost responsibilities by reg-
istered gross vehicle weight groups as resulting from the different methods of
allocation.
It is important to realize that these cost responsibilities are bosed on ob-
taining from the highway user the full user share of future program needs as
developed in Chapter Three. Current tax laws will not return the necessary
amount of money - an annual deficit of $24,337,000 is indicated.
There are difficulties in interpretation that apply both to individual
schedules of tax responsibilities and to comparison with expected contribution
by current tax laws:
• In evaluating the results of the responsibility allocations, it will benoted that the "chorqes" by gross vehicle weight do not increase
smoothly. This is the result of relationships between registrations of
Maine vehicles and travel characteristics of vehicles on Maine high-
ways. In some gross weight groups - the two heaviest, for
example - there presently are only small numbers of vehicles
registered in Maine. These may be special-purpose vehicles for
which travel characteristics are unique. Out-of-state travel by
Maine registered vehicles may have an effect, as may travel by
out-of-state registered vehicles in Maine. These factors could
not be separated satisfactorily due to limitations in the data that
could be obtained from the existing system of registration records.
• The expected average annual contributions by current tax laws -which are broken down in Table 37 - do not take into account op-
erations under the frozen-road and short-term permit laws. Lack of
detail in current state records did not permit any firm prediction of
the effect of these laws on revenues by gross weight group. The
flexibility in the advantages provided by these laws also makes pre-
diction difficult. However, as a result of these laws, the actual
revenue deficit almost certainly will exceed the indicated
$24,337,000 annually.
These methods of cost allocation should be considered -at best - as
approximate guides to relative vehicle responsibility. No method has abso-
lute validity. The incremental method is accepted as providing the most spe-
cific determinations, but it probably falls short of assigning all elements of
highway cost where size and weight are factors. The cost-function method
uses reasonable judgments rather than absolute determinations.
The differences between the incremental and cost-function solutions
mainly are caused by two basic differences in approach:
1. In accordance with common practice, many local road and street
facilities are excluded from the incremental method because their
structural characteristics are not considered to be influenced by ve-
hicle size and weight. The cost-function method, on the other hand,
associates elements of construction wtih vehicle weight on all sys-
tems.
2. The cost-function method has the effect of distributing more surface
costs to heavier vehicles than does the incremental method.
Results of the incremental method - as it has been applied in Maine -
are conservative with respect to responsibilities for heavy vehicles, but not
to a significant degree.
The kind of evaluations made in determining needs, for example, did not
permit a prediction of the number of miles o! ~I.imbing ~anes - or their spe-
fie costs _ that might be built on future feel! Ifies , This does not mean that
provisions for climbing lanes are not included in the need~ cost estimate, but
that these provisions are indistinguishable from other grading costs. T~ese
additional costs primarily would be chargeable to large and heavy vehlcl es , 41
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Nevertheless, although this results in a conservative analysis, the proportions
of total highway cost involved would not lead to a material increase in cost
assignments.
Table 38 and Figure 24 have been developed to provide a better visuali-
zation of vehicular responsibilities by the different methods of allocation.
In Table 38, responsibilities per vehicle and present contributions per ve-
hicle under 1964 tax laws have been converted to index values based on 1.00
being the average for each method. Relationships between theoretical respon-
sibilities and present contributions may be obtained by dividing the value in
the last column by the value in any other column. For example, the 0 to 6,000
group presently is paying 98 per cent (.83 divided by .85) of its relative re-
sponsibility by the cost-function method.
It will be noticed that the index values under the Contribution by 1964
Tax Laws column increase fairly consistently, while there is some fluctuation
in the values by any of the theoretical methods. This is primarily because the
registration fees under the 1964 tax laws increase uniformly with additional
weight, but the travel and weight relationships reflected in the four theoreti-
cal methods may not increase uniformly. It should be pointed out that regard-
less of the results of cost allocation, a reasonably uniform gradation of the
registration fees is appropriate.
Figure 24 is a graphical representation of Table 36, using only the values
for predominate registration groups. The contributions by the 1964 tax laws
will be short of returning the full highway-user share of the recommended pro-
gram costs by an average of $24,337,000 each year. It may be observed that
the current tax laws generally have the some slope characteristics of the cost-
function method. The cost-function method and the incremental method con-
stitute the most widely accepted allocation techniques.
Although the tables contained in this report show only cost assignments by
combined registered gross vehicle weight groups, complete assignment sched-
ules have been developed for different types and classes of vehicles within
these groups for each method of allocation. Types and classes of vehicles in-
clude single-unit trucks, buses, combinations and types of combinations.
These schedules are on file with the State Highway Commission.
CONCLUSION
The Consultant finds no significant inequity in Maine's present tax struc-
ture for motor vehicles. The present tax structure follows generally the same
course as that of the cost-function method, which is one of the most widely
accepted techniques for cost al location. The changes made in the registration
fee schedules since the time of the Smith report in 1960 appear to have
achieved reasonable equity among highway users in the State.
The 1965 Highway-user Tax Study has found that a higher percentage of
total program costs are the responsibility of the highway user than was the case
in the 1960 study - 61.6 per cent in this study and 55 per cent in 1960. This
may be explcined largely by the increased demand for high-volume through
routes, which are predominately the responsibility of the highway user.
Maine's financial problems, broadly speaking, are not tax inequities but
a severe shortage of both user and non-user revenues to achieve the program
goals.
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u • in f,onl of developed .. ctian.. Curbs or gutte" in lront of develoaed .. cti"""
Adequale
Acceptable
Cu,b., 9"lIe .. , or curbs and Sun." an both .id •••
Ade<fJole
Accepta Ie in lronl of developed .. etian.. Cu,bs, gulters, ditche., or ,ural-Iype crass .. cti"",.
Sufficient cur4>elevaHon 10 oonh"alall st""" ,unol/. Unde'll,oo.mddralnag. provided and capable 01
hcn,Wng 011.Iorm ",,,,,Fh. SuFFioientc"""n elevation to prevenl .Iandi"ll """ter in lravel lane••
Acceploble
SufFicienl cur4>elevaHon 10 control normal st""" ,unolf. Unde'll,,,,,nd storm drai", nat neee",,')' il ,unalf can be
drained owayF,,,,,, .I,eet ond odiacenl p'ope,tie., SuFfident c,own elevati"" ta limil .tandi"ll wate, in travel
lone. ta >hort period. 01 lime,
Adequate
Fo,med, I""'ed g,Jlter copable 01 directing all >lorm'unoFIs 10 underg,,,,,nd .1"""
drain>. SuFfkient c,awn elevat,,,,, to prevent .tandi"ll wate, in l'oYellane ••
Acceptable
Formed, paved gutte' copable of draining n""""l.torm ru""ff. oway from .treel and odiocenl propertie •• Urode'llraund
>lormdrain. nal nece",,'y. Sullkient crown .levalTan to limit .Ianding .....t... in !f<Ivellone.lo >hort pe1"iod.of lime.
Adequate
Con,,",ucted ditches with culve,!> """i"ll ",lIldenl grodients ta prevenl .tandi"ll waler in ditche •• SulFicient
ditch capacily to ""ndle all stann ",,,,,ff •• Suffident Crownelevatian 10 prevenl standi"ll wo'e, in trovello"" •.
Dilche. capable 01 meeli"ll odequole dilch >tondo,d. by applying normal mainte""nce.
Sulfidenl Crownelevotion to limit .tanding water to ohort period. al time.Acceptable
H-20 S-16 H-20
<-20 Sullicient to car')' u",allood.lound in the o,eo.
Adequate
load Limil
Acceptable
Unde, 150 leet Adequate
'" AcceptableRoadway Width o.e, ISOleel Adequotes '" Acceptablee• Wolerway Adequate" AcceptableUnde,p""-
Clea,ance o..erp<n. Adequate
Vertical Acce table
Hori~onIol
Adequote
44 Acceptable
H_20 S-16 I H-20 S-16
Equal 10 lhe ero...... ction width plu•• idew<llk>,
Equol Ie tOoc,a .. -"'o"on width.
Equol to lhe travel-Ia"" widlh plu•• idewolk•.
Equol to the lrav~I-lane widlh.,
Sufficienllo pa" the peak SO-yeo, .I",m,
Su/lident Ie p".. lhe peak 25-yea, storm.
14 leet 6 inches
13 feet
Equal to lhe approaching era ...... cli"" widlh plu•• idewalk. (IF any) 0' plu. two feet on each .Id~,
Equal 10 lhe travel-lone width. plu•• idewolk< (il any) 0' plu. ,,"0 Feel on each .ide.

